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Abstract

Visual question answering is a multimodal task in artificial intelligence where, given an

image and a natural language question about the image a machine automatically generates

an answer. It is a primary step towards developing agents that can see and communicate

their understanding of their surroundings through natural language. Such agents can be

helpful in a wide range of high-impact applications; from aiding visually impaired people

to rescue missions in dangerous situations. Although it may seem trivial for humans, VQA

as a task at the intersection of natural language processing and computer vision, requires

image understanding and language comprehension.

This thesis studies VQA in low data scenarios where the training data is limited com-

pared to the currently available large-scale datasets, as collecting a large amount of data is

infeasible in many domains. In the absence of sufficient data, current VQA models do not

maintain their high performance. We aim to improve VQA performance in low data settings

by injecting inductive biases so the model has access to them in a data-efficient manner. We

use an inductive bias that a typical learner acquires by training on natural language tasks

related to the inherent compositionality of human language, e.g., a complex sentence can be

understood by understanding its simpler chunks. The meaning of the resulting chunks are

generally easier to capture and provides a powerful foundation for understanding complex

sentences.
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Inspired by the fact that a complex question can be learned from its basic concepts, we

augment the training set of complex questions with simpler questions to help the model. We

particularly include simpler questions that, if learned could lead to better representations

in the VQA model. We take a data augmentation approach and enlarge the initial small

training set by automatically generating simple question-answer pairs for images. After

successfully applying data augmentation, we focus on pretraining a VQA model in a self-

supervised manner without using any additional labeled data. With this approach, we have

the model learn basic visual representations required for answering complex questions using

a contrastive learning algorithm. The basic visual representations can be viewed as answers

to the sub-questions of a complex question.

In the next stage of our research, we encourage the model to build a knowledge foun-

dation before answering complex questions. We use a curriculum learning approach to

supervise the order in which data examples are exposed to the model to begin the learning

from easy examples, and gradually consider harder ones, rather than using examples in a

random sequence. Our experiments confirm that our approaches have been successful in

improving VQA performance when training data is limited.

Our last research stage focuses on adapting the distribution of basic concepts to answer

a target complex question. We use examples similar to the target questions in the training

set and a meta-learning approach to tune the model parameters accordingly where the model

learns how to answer a question by visiting a number of similar examples.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to investigate improving VQA

performance in low data settings and to study low data VQA in general.
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1 | Introduction

One of the ultimate goals of Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Turing, 1950) is to create systems

that have the ability to see (i.e., understand the contents of a visual scene: who is where,

when doing what?) and talk (i.e., convey the understanding to humans in natural language).

Humanity can benefit from such systems in different ways, including: 1) educating students,

especially children, through conversational demonstrations, 2) assisting analysts in making

judgments based on vast amounts of surveillance data, 3) communicating with personal AI

assistants such as Alexa and Siri, and 4) using in robotic applications e.g., search and rescue

missions.

A primary step toward developing agents that can communicate their understanding of

visual content through natural language is visual question answering (VQA) (Antol et al.,

2015), where providing a natural language question associated with an image, the machine

automatically produces the answer in natural language typically in a few words or a short

phrase (see Figure 1.1). A variety of high-impact societal applications requiring human-

machine collaboration to extract information from visual data becomes possible with VQA.

Such applications range from aiding visually impaired people (e.g., “is it safe to cross the

road?”) to robotics and digital personal assistants. While seemingly trivial for a human,

VQA combines the areas of computer vision and natural language processing (NLP), as it

requires image understanding and textual comprehension.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: An example of a VQA system.

In addition, a VQA system requires the ability of reasoning and grounding a question

in an image to infer the answer. This feature makes VQA an important tool for evaluating an

algorithm’s capacity to extract high-level information from images and to perform reasoning

based on information. This ability is referred to as deep visual understanding which is a

major goal in the computer vision field. VQA cases contain a wide range of complexity as

questions are free-from and open-ended asking for a different set of operations to reason an

answer.

1.1 Motivation

Since its introduction, VQA has attracted significant attention and achieved impressive re-

sults (Hudson & Manning, 2019b; Teney, Liu, & Van Den Hengel, 2017; Agrawal, Batra,

Parikh, & Kembhavi, 2018). This progress is partly because VQA models are commonly

trained on large-scale datasets to achieve state-of-the-art performance (Johnson, Hariharan,

van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al., 2017; Antol et al., 2015; Hudson & Manning, 2019a). Re-

lying on large-scale datasets is not realistic since in many settings collecting labeled data

and creating such datasets is either prohibitively expensive or infeasible. In addition, the

objective of VQA in a sense is rather ambitious as there are potentially infinite numbers

of questions to be asked about an image. As such, we argue that VQA is generally a low-

data problem. We demonstrate that in the absence of adequate data, current VQA systems

do not maintain their high performance. Motivated by this observation, in this thesis, we

study VQA in low-data scenarios. We shed light on the performance of current modular

2
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VQA models under data scarcity conditions and propose approaches to enhance their per-

formance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate VQA models in

a low-data regime.

Poor generalization is one of the main reasons for the low performance of VQA models.

Generalization becomes a crucial challenge in low data settings. One of the important factors

in generalization is capturing appropriate and useful inductive biases (A. Goyal & Bengio,

2021). These are defined as underlying assumptions that a learner uses to predict labels of

new data. According to primitives of reasoning theory in logic, induction is the process of

inferring a rule from observed cases and their corresponding results (Y. Wu et al., 2021). In

machine learning terms, it can be interpreted as the acquisition of inductive biases from the

training examples and their labels.

Having access to a large amount of data, a learner can eventually capture inductive

biases by being frequently exposed to many examples with similar patterns during training.

It provides the learner with the opportunity to develop predictive assumptions by gradually

adapting the learned patterns and biases. In contrast, in a low data setting, generalization be-

comes a critical challenge due to the fact that inductive biases are restricted to the extracted

knowledge from a small amount of data. Such biases are very likely to be inaccurate when it

comes to new data. Simply put, the model cannot generalize. This research aims to explore

different ways of injecting inductive biases thus improving upon VQA generalization in low

data settings. Inspired by the inherent characteristics of the task, we select a set of induc-

tive biases and propose methods to introduce them to a VQA system. We also endeavor to

analyze the extent to which these methods enhance VQA performance.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

For a long time, generalization under data scarcity has been a challenging problem in the

machine learning, and general approaches can be found in the literature. Many approaches

have been used to improve the performance of deep learning models when training on lim-

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

ited data; ranging from data augmentations (X. Zhang, Wang, Liu, & Ling, 2019) and pre-

training (Erhan, Courville, Bengio, & Vincent, 2010) to semi-supervised learning (Kingma,

Rezende, Mohamed, & Welling, 2014) and transfer learning (Raina, Battle, Lee, Packer, &

Ng, 2007). However in a low data regime, even these approaches cannot capture all vari-

ances in input data. Furthermore, these works mostly deal with the scarcity of labeled data

by leveraging available unlabeled data, or by transferring knowledge from similar domains.

Unlike prior work, we do not require any labeled or unlabeled data in addition to a small

training set. In other words, we aim to investigate how far we can push generalization in

a low data setting without exploiting extra data by meticulously extracting helpful infor-

mation from the training data. Using additional data from other sources in low data VQA

could indeed be an interesting research direction but it does not fall within the scope of this

research.

As stated, the overarching idea of introducing inductive biases to the system to increase

generalization ability has steered our attention to the problem of poor VQA performance

when data is restricted. We concentrate on the inductive biases that arise from the compo-

sitionality inherent in natural language. Compositionality is a key function of the human

mind allowing people to solve a large number of new problems using a limited number of

basic skills. It can also allow a VQA system to cope with novel unseen cases while trained

on a small amount of data.

In VQA terms, compositionality suggests that complex questions are made up of sim-

ple concepts contained in simple questions. Complex questions form a large part of VQA

datasets. A VQA model requires a large amount of labeled data to capture such complexity,

which can be challenging to achieve in low data circumstances. According to composition-

ality, a complex question may be divided into smaller parts, making it simpler to understand

with less data. This idea leads to the following key inductive biases which this research

relies on:

1. A learner can understand simple questions easier than complex questions
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2. Simple questions contain basic concepts

3. A learner understands the complex questions on the basis of underlying basic con-

cepts.

Now we provide an overview of the specific contributions of this research in the ensuing

sections.

1.2.1 Augmenting Low Data VQA with Simple Questions (Chapter 3)

Data augmentation is one of the widely accepted approaches to the problem of insufficient

labeled data (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012) using various techniques such as over-

sampling and data warping (Ruprecht & Muller, 1995; Shorten & Khoshgoftaar, 2019).

However, there are only a few studies covering data augmentation in VQA owing to the chal-

lenge of maintaining the correct relationship between question, image, and answer (Kafle,

Yousefhussien, & Kanan, 2017; Ray, Sikka, Divakaran, Lee, & Burachas, 2019). As VQA

datasets are typically made up of complex questions, addressing them entails identifying

multiple objects in the image and comprehending their relationships. A learner cannot cap-

ture the complexities in a low data regime when it does not have access to large variations

of labeled data. As such, we believe that supplementing complex questions with simpler

ones will facilitate the acquisition of essential concepts. The learned concepts could then be

utilized as a basis for learning complex concepts with a limited amount of annotated data.

1.2.2 Transferring basic knowledge (Chapter 4)

Transfer learning is a machine learning technique in which a model that has been trained for

one task is repurposed for a different task. When modeling the new task, it allows for faster

learning or enhanced performance. Transfer learning is popular in deep learning given the

massive resources required to train a neural network. However, this technique only works if

the domain of the first task is close to that of the new task and the learned representations

are sufficiently general to be suitable for the new task. We hypothesize that transferring
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basic knowledge compensates for the lack of data and helps the model to learn general and

powerful biases for comprehending complex questions.

1.2.3 Encouraging the learning of basic concepts (Chapter 5)

Many studies argue that not all examples in a training set have the same value (Canevet &

Fleuret, 2015; Katharopoulos & Fleuret, 2018; Shrivastava, Gupta, & Girshick, 2016; Zhou,

Wang, & Bilmes, 2020). These works show that investing training time and model capacity

on informative samples can lead to significant improvements in performance. Although the

definitions of what constitutes informative may vary, they share the principle that making use

of efficient examples can reduce the need for a large amount of annotated data. Motivated

by such studies, we hypothesize that if we prioritize the training examples so that the model

focuses on learning basic concepts at early training and shifts the focus to the complex

questions later, we may improve VQA performance.

1.2.4 Employing basic concepts in learning complex questions (Chap-

ter 6)

Applying the learned knowledge from basic questions to complex questions is not always

trivial. The issue is that the distribution of the compositions in the training set might be

different from those compositions in the test set. For instance, suppose that the probability of

a sphere object appearing is only 3% in the training set and the model faces a question about

sphere in the test time. It is very likely the module that learned to identify sphere objects

does not perform well at the test time. This is due to the distributional mismatch between

the trained and target questions which can hinder performance. To tackle this problem, we

propose that the reasoning process of the questions in the training set that are similar to the

target questions could help the model change the distribution in favor of the target question.

6
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1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we:

1. introduce and study the task of low data VQA

2. develop novel data augmentation and pretraining techniques based on compositional-

ity of questions to address the poor performance of VQA models in low data settings

3. use curriculum learning as a tool for building knowledge foundations for understand-

ing complex questions

4. cast VQA as a meta-learning problem and introduce VQA pseudo tasks.

1.4 Thesis Outline

In this section, we provide an outline of the remainder of the thesis. The primary contribution

of this thesis is offered in four chapters: Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. The outline and summary

of each chapter are as follows:

• Chapter 2: This chapter gives an overview of the foundations for the research de-

scribed in this thesis, including state-of-the-art VQA approaches and a detailed de-

scription of previous work on the intersection of vision and language. We also dis-

cussed the VQA datasets that are currently being employed widely in this field

• Chapter 3: In this chapter, we present our data augmentation method for generating

simple questions and use them to train a VQA model. Experimental results are re-

ported showing drastic improvement in answer prediction accuracy. This chapter also

includes a detailed description of the background and related works in data augmen-

tation in general, as well as in VQA

• Chapter 4: This chapter describes a self-supervised pretraining strategy that exploits

the compositionality of the questions to break them down and learn the components

one at a time. The experimental findings for three variations of our pretraining method

7
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demonstrate that it is considerably successful in increasing VQA performance, even

with minimal data

• Chapter 5: We introduce three curriculum learning methods for training a VQA

model with limited data. We also present the results of the experiments on four dif-

ferent training sets and analyze the results by conducting various ablation studies.

We demonstrated that one of the proposed curriculum learning methods significantly

outperforms the baseline

• Chapter 6: We introduce a meta-learning approach for VQA where the model ex-

ploits the most similar examples in the training set to predict a target example. We

test our proposed approach with four different similarity criteria and demonstrate im-

provements with respect to the baseline

• Chapter 7: This chapter summarises our findings and contributions and highlights

potential directions for future research.
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This chapter provides a thorough overview of the foundations for the research described in

this thesis, including various neural approaches, models and datasets in VQA. We start off

by describing the evolution of vision+language tasks in Section 2.1, where we introduce the

most common multimodal problems at the intersection of language and vision. This helps

locating VQA amongst other related tasks, as well as providing a foreground for describing

the basics of VQA neural models. This is followed by a detailed description of the state-of-

the-art VQA architectures falling into the two major categories of modular and non-modular

approaches. Then, in Section 2.3, we shed light on the popular VQA datasets and their

characteristics. Note that the background information and literature review related to the

specific techniques are provided as a separate section in the related chapter.

2.1 Vision+Language Tasks

In the last several years, we have witnessed considerable progress in machine visual percep-

tion (K. He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016; Redmon, Divvala, Girshick, & Farhadi, 2016) on

the one hand, and language understanding (Saha, Aralikatte, Khapra, & Sankaranarayanan,

2018; Luo et al., 2018) on the other. The progress in both fields has inspired researchers to

develop agents that can see and communicate in natural language. Building such systems

has been considered an ambitious goal. However, since 2014, there has been great progress
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in developing systems with such abilities (Vinyals, Toshev, Bengio, & Erhan, 2015; Das

et al., 2017; Antol et al., 2015). Researchers believe that the next generation of intelligent

systems will need to master the ability to communicate visual content for a variety of appli-

cations. At the intersection of vision and language some tasks have received a considerable

amount of attention: image and video captioning and visual question answering, as well as

visual dialog. In the following, I briefly review the first two tasks and elaborate on the last.

Figure 2.1: Examples of image captioning 1.

2.1.1 Image Captioning

Image captioning is the task of generating a description for a given image. See Figure 2.1

for an example. It can also be formulated as a retrieval problem to extract the best fitting

description from a pool of possible captions (X. Liu, Li, Shao, Chen, & Wang, 2018). As

the caption space is huge, constructing a dataset of captions that is sufficient for describing

a reasonably large fraction of images seems challenging. Some studies formulate this task

as a sequence-to-sequence problem in which a sequence of pixels has to be translated into a

sequence of words (Vinyals et al., 2015; Sharma, Agrahari, Singh, Firoj, & Mishra, 2020).

For instance, Vinyals et al. (2015) use an encoder-decoder architecture. On the encoder side,

they train a convolutional neural network (CNN) to produce an image representation, and on

the decoder side, they train a recurrent neural network (RNN) to generate the image caption

given the image representation. Encoding the visual content of an image into an effective

representation is a critical step of image captioning. Modern studies leverage various ap-
1The images are from https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/sfmltalk.pdf
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proaches for it ranging from attention over visual regions (Qin, Du, Zhang, & Lu, 2019;

Ke, Pei, Li, Shen, & Tai, 2019; Huang, Wang, Xia, & Chen, 2019; L. Wang, Bai, Zhang,

& Lu, 2020) to graph-based encoding (Yao, Pan, Li, & Mei, 2018; Yang, Tang, Zhang, &

Cai, 2019) and self-attention (F. Liu et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2020; Touvron et al., 2021). On

the decoder side, recent trend suggests using pretrained transformer-based language models

that are discussed in Section 2.2.6.

Figure 2.2: Examples of visual question answering2.

2.1.2 Visual Question Answering (VQA)

A VQA task is defined as answering a question about a provided image (see Figure 2.2

for VQA examples). In fact, VQA is a fusion of image understanding and textual compre-

hension. VQA may be simplistically considered as a visual extension of textual question

answering, however, the visual supporting capability adds significant challenges since im-

ages are of much higher dimension and generally noisier than text. Moreover, images do not

follow the structure and grammatical rules language does. Compared to image captioning,

VQA complexity is partly attributed to the requirement of information that is not present in

the image. Such information is usually commonsense knowledge or encyclopedic informa-

tion about a specific object in the image (Zellers, Bisk, Farhadi, & Choi, 2019; P. Wang,

Wu, Shen, Dick, & van den Hengel, 2018). On the other hand, evaluating VQA is easier as

VQA answers are typically a few words while long captions are difficult to compare with

the ground truths.

Studies on VQA have taken advantage of mature techniques in both NLP and computer
2The images are from (Antol et al., 2015)
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vision, as well as the availability of large datasets. Therefore, a large body of literature on

VQA has been generated over the last few years. For instance, many different deep models

based on multimodal representation (Y.-C. Chen et al., 2020; Malinowski, Rohrbach, &

Fritz, 2015), attention (Zhu, Groth, Bernstein, & Fei-Fei, 2016; Xu & Saenko, 2016), and

memory networks (Das et al., 2017; A. Goyal, Wang, & Deng, 2018) have been developed

for this task using a variety of datasets (Zhu et al., 2016; Antol et al., 2015; P. Wang et

al., 2018). Despite these studies, it remains difficult to assess the reasoning capabilities of

current VQA systems to distinguish them from the memorization of training set patterns.

2.1.3 Visual Dialog

Given an image and the history of a dialog composed of a sequence of question-answer

pairs, the visual dialog task is to generate, or to answer, a natural language question. Figure

2.3 shows an example of visual dialog. Despite significant recent progress, it is obvious that

we are still far from the goal of having agents which can conduct a dialog about a visual

content. In image captioning, the system produces a description of the image without any

input from a human. VQA takes a step forward and takes a question as input from a human,

but it is still a single round of a dialog. While visual dialog largely resembles the VQA

Figure 2.3: Two examples of visual dialog3.

3The images are from (Das et al., 2017)
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task, taking the history of the dialog into account makes a significant difference. To clarify,

consider the visual dialog examples in Figure 2.3. The question “what is the gender of the

one in the white shirt?” requires the machine to attend to a specific region of the image.

“what is she doing?” requires co-reference resolution to detect to whom the pronoun “she”

refers. “is that a man to her right?” requires a visual memory to remember what object

in the image we are talking about. Moreover, the system needs to be consistent with its

output. For example, consider the dialog “how many people are in the picture”, “two”,

“what are their genders?”, “one male and the other female”. Note that the number of

genders specified in the second answer should be consistent with the number of people in

the first answer. Such challenges make this problem different from VQA and interesting to

the researchers.

2.2 Neural Approaches in VQA

One of the earliest attempts at open-world VQA tried to combine semantic text parsing with

image segmentation in a Bayesian framework, and used nearest neighbors in the training

set to answer the questions (Malinowski & Fritz, 2014). Another work by Tu, Meng, Lee,

Choe, and Zhu (2013) was based on jointly parsing text and videos in the form of a graph.

All of these early approaches are restricted to predefined forms of questions while modern

approaches mainly focus on free-form open-ended questions.

With the advances in the computing power of systems available today, many modern

approaches are using neural networks to solve a variety of tasks in the fields of computer

vision and natural language processing, e.g., image classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2012;

T. He et al., 2019; Bhojanapalli et al., 2021) and machine translation (Bahdanau, Cho, &

Bengio, 2015; Vaswani et al., 2018; Freitag et al., 2021). VQA received attraction after deep

learning approaches had gained wide popularity due to their state-of-the-art performance on

various vision and NLP tasks. As a result, almost all modern studies on VQA involve deep

learning approaches. We categorize methods based on four criteria: joint embedding, at-

tention mechanism, modular models, and knowledge-based enhancement. Obviously, some
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methods fall into multiple categories as they use a combination of strategies.

2.2.1 Joint Embedding Approaches

The idea of jointly embedding images and text was first employed for the task of image

captioning. It is further emphasized in VQA as it needs to reason on both modalities to

answer questions. Representing both text and images in a common space allows easy inter-

action between the two modalities and consequently performing inference over the image

and question. Creating join embedding practically involves three steps: 1) image represen-

tation; 2) text (question) representation and 3) combining the representations in a common

embedding space. In the following, I explain the steps in more detail.

Image Representation To extract image features, most studies use a convolutional neural

network CNN pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009) and object recognition

task. ImageNet is a large-scale image database designed for use in visual object recognition

tasks. It includes over 14 million images with objects in the pictures annotated by humans4.

A CNN common architecture for extracting image features is the VGG model (Simonyan &

Zisserman, 2015) 5. VGG architecture is substantially deeper than prior studies increasing

the depth to 16 to 19 convolutional layers, resulting in a significant improvement. Figure 2.4

shows a macro-view of the VGG architecture. ResNet (K. He et al., 2016) is another popu-

lar architecture that was introduced after VGG and achieved higher performance. The core

idea in ResNet is based on skip-connections that skip one or more layers. This strategy is

introduced as a solution to the vanishing gradient problem in deep CNNs. Residual blocks

(shown in Figure 2.4) contain skip connections enabling the model to learn residual func-

tions with reference to the input. The network consists of stacked residual blocks allowing

hundreds of layers.

A recent trend is on the adoption of transformers in vision models to further improve

representations obtained by CNNs (B. Wu et al., 2020; Carion et al., 2020; Dosovitskiy

4ImageNet in Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ImageNet#cite_note-1
5http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/very_deep/
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Figure 2.4: Left: A residual block with skip connections. Right: a macro-view of VGG
architecture.

et al., 2021). Transformer models are based on attention mechanism that is introduced in

Section 2.2.2.

Text Representation In VQA, question representations are obtained by word embedding

networks pretrained on large text corpora. Deep neural models process the textual inputs

by replacing each word wi with a high-dimensional feature vector representation as word

embedding e(wi). Word embedding practically maps the words to a semantic space in

which the distances reflect the semantic similarities (Bengio, Ducharme, Vincent, & Jau-

vin, 2003). It is typically a lookup table with a row for each word, and parametrized by a

matrix learned like other parameters in the network. The parameters are optimized using the

back-propagated errors from the objective function during end-to-end training. To encode

the sequence of words, studies use different architectures, mostly RNNs, long short-term

memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho

et al., 2014).

Recent studies widely use pretrained language models specially transformer-based mod-

els such as BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019) and GPT3 (Brown et al., 2020)

to represent questions. Such models are pretrained in self-supervised manners using mas-

sive datasets and it is shown that they can provide strong text representations, helpful to

many downstream applications. As an example, we use the Sentence-BERT (Reimers &
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Gurevych, 2019) model to represent questions in Chapter 6. See Section 6.4.1. Pretrained

models are covered in Section 2.2.6 with more details and examples.

Multimodal Representation One of the important challenges in multimodal machine

learning is integrating representations from multiple modalities in order to predict an out-

come. Multimodal representation has three main advantages. First, assuming each modality

views the same phenomenon from a different perspective, having access to multiple modal-

ities may lead to a more robust prediction. Second, taking advantage of multiple modalities

may result in capturing complementary information about a phenomenon. For instance, if

something is not evident in an image, it might be captured from text. Third, even if one

modality is missing, a multimodal system may still function, although at a lower level of

performance.

To create a joint embedding of images and text, various approaches have been proposed

in the VQA literature. Some studies adopt a simple concatenation of both representations

and then linearly transform the result to a desired length vector in the joint space (Das

et al., 2017). Some other studies utilize an element-wise summation or pooling methods

(Antol et al., 2015; Fukui et al., 2016). Fukui et al. (2016), for instance, suggest a pooling

method to produce a joint embedding by randomly projecting the image and text features

to a higher-dimensional space. Then both vectors are efficiently convolved in a Fourier

space with multiplication. Malinowski and Fritz (2014) feed question and image features

together to an LSTM encoder to produce a fixed-size feature vector which is then passed

to an LSTM decoder to produce a variable-length answer. Ren, Kiros, and Zemel (2015)

similarly create the fixed-size feature vector but feed it to a classifier to produce single-

word answers. Both of these works use bidirectional LSTMs to better capture the relations

between distant words.
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Figure 2.5: Top-Left:Visual Attention guided by question features. Bottom-Left:Question
Attention guided by visual features. Right:Co-attention mechanism where attention weights
are calculated for both modalities in parallel.

2.2.2 Attention Mechanisms

Joint embedding approaches are limited to using question and image representations holisti-

cally. The attention mechanism allows focusing on important words in a question or impor-

tant regions of the image. It facilitates interaction between visual and textual features and

is proved to be efficient. The idea behind the attention mechanism is to compute a context

vector of a modality guided by the information obtained from the feature vector of the other

modality. Thus, attention in VQA can be implemented as question attention, visual attention

and co-attention. Visual attention uses the question feature vector Q as guidance to calcu-

late the attention weights av. This attention weight matrix is further used to compute the

attended visual features V a = avV. The most typical method for obtaining attended visual

features is to look for a correlation between visual features and question features.

A softmax function then normalizes the weights. As an example, Zhu et al. (2016)

propose to add spatial attention to the standard LSTM model. This study calculates the
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LSTM unit as follows:

it =σ(Wxixt +Whiht−1 +WziZt + bi)

ft =σ(Wxfxt +Whfht−1 +WzfZt + bf )

ot =σ(Wxoxt +Whoht−1 +WzoZt + bo)

gt =tanh(Wxgxt +Whght−1 +WzgZt + bg)

ct =ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ gt

ht =ot ⊙ tanh(ct)

(2.1)

where σ(.) is a sigmoid nonlinearity, and it, ft, ct, ot are the input, forget, memory and output

gates of the LSTM. ⊙ is the element-wise multiplication operator. xt is the input (e.g. a

word of the question) and ht is the hidden state of the time step t. zt represents the attention

mechanism which is a weighted average of convolutional features. It can be formulated as

the following:

et =wT
a tanh(Wheht−1 +WceC(I)) + ba

at =softmax(et)

zt =aTt C(I)

(2.2)

where C(I) represents the convolutional feature map of the image I . The attention term at

determines the significance of each convolutional feature at the t-th time step. Larger values

in at indicate greater relevance of the corresponding region to the question. All the Ws and

bs are trainable parameters. Visual attention is used by Zhu et al. (2016); Anderson et al.

(2018); L. Yu et al. (2018); D. Yu, Fu, Mei, and Rui (2017); L. Yu et al. (2018) among

others. Zhuang, Wu, Shen, Reid, and Hengel (2018) use a dual attention mechanism in a

visual reference resolution task. They aimed to recognize a target object in an image using

the information from a sequence of question-answer pairs in the form of a dialog. The

first attention is image-level which attends to the relevant region of the whole image, while

the other attention mechanism is object-level which attends to each object segmentation

separately. The use of object-level attention is to weight different candidate proposals when

the referring expression is associated with multiple objects.
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The model mentioned above uses the attention mechanism over images. Similarly,

some studies attend over questions. Attended question features Qa can be obtained as Qa =

aqQ where aq is guided by visual features. In (Das et al., 2017), a hierarchical recurrent

encoder makes a joint representation in two levels; utterance level and dialog level. In the

first layer, an LSTM embeds the question and image jointly, and another LSTM embeds each

round of the dialog history Ht. Then, a concatenation of these representations is passed to

an RNN on top of the first layer. An attention mechanism over the dialog history enables

the RNN to attend to the round of history relevant to the current question.

The co-attention mechanism computes the attention weights for both visual and ques-

tion features in the same manner and in parallel (Tan & Bansal, 2019; Lu, Yang, Batra, &

Parikh, 2016). For instance, (Lu et al., 2016) describe their proposed co-attention mecha-

nism as follows:

C = tanh(QW bV ) (2.3)

where C is the correlation matrix between visual and question features. Other studies may

use C = W vV + W qQ such as (Zhu et al., 2016) or C = sigmoid(W qQ)V such as

(K. Chen et al., 2015) instead of using the product of Q and V in the above equation. The

co-attention matrices are then calculated using the following equations:

Hv = tanh(W vV + (W qQ)C), Hq = tanh(W qQ+ (W vV )CT )

av = softmax(wT
hvH

v), aq = softmax(wT
hqH

q)
(2.4)

where all W s are learnable weights. The image and question attention vectors are further

calculated based on the above attention weight as the weighted sum of the image features

and question features, i.e.,

va =
N∑

n=1

avnvn, qa =
T∑
t=1

aqtqt (2.5)
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2.2.3 Dynamic Memory Network

The Dynamic Memory Network (DMN) is a neural network with a modular architecture

proposed in (A. Kumar et al., 2016) to address the problem of the small size of memory in

RNNs and LSTMs. This limitation becomes especially apparent when dealing with a very

long sequence of data. DMN tackles this by storing the input data representation called

fact and using the attention mechanism to retrieve them. This allows the network to refer

back to the input sequence, instead of forcing it to encode all information into one fixed-

length vector. A number of DMN variants are introduced in (Bordes, Usunier, Chopra,

& Weston, 2015; Sukhbaatar, Szlam, Weston, & Fergus, 2015) but we focus on (Xiong,

Merity, & Socher, 2016) which modifies memory networks for VQA tasks. The model

in (Xiong et al., 2016) contains an input module for extracting image features which are

then fed to a GRU to linearly traverse the image while a question module creates question

representations. The episodic memory module retrieves the facts required to answer the

questions allowing multiple passes over the facts. To select the relevant facts, the GRU

utilizes attention mechanism and based on those facts updates memory representations to a

new status.

Das et al. (2017) propose a DMN encoder for a visual dialog task that stores each

round of the dialog history as a ’fact’ in its memory bank. The encoder learns an attention

mechanism to refer to these facts and the image to answer the question. To encode the

question and the dialog history, this work uses separate LSTMs to get a 512-d vector for the

question and a t × 512 matrix as the history embedding. The attention is over the history

and is defined as an inner product of question vector with each history round which is fed to

a softmax to obtain attention probabilities.

2.2.4 Compositional Architectures

Modern approaches in VQA attempt to learn mapping from input, question-image pairs, to

output, answers, in an end-to-end manner (Antol et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016) They do
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not explicitly manage the reasoning process. Direct mapping fails to generalize well on

novel examples that require a deep understanding of the vast space of objects, attributes,

relationships, and interactions. Such systems typically learn dataset biases, preventing them

from successfully performing complex reasoning tasks on unseen examples. To alleviate

this problem, generating compositional reasoning using linguistically informed approaches

has received attention in the VQA area. In this section, we mention two approaches in this

direction: MAC recurrent network, and neural module network.

MAC Recurrent Network

Figure 2.6: Left: Overview of MAC recurrent network which consists of an input unit,
recurrent MAC cells and a classifier. Right: MAC cell architecture that includes a control
unit, read unit, and write unit communicating using control ci and memory mi hidden states.
Figures adapted from (Hudson & Manning, 2018)

Hudson and Manning (2018) introduce an interesting compositional architecture that

decomposes a VQA task into a series of attention-based reasoning steps. As seen in Figure

2.6, the model consists of an input unit that generates input representations and a recurrent

network that performs the reasoning processing. The output is produced by a classifier

using the question and the final state of the recurrent network. Each cell of the recurrent

network is called Memory, Attention, and Composition (MAC) cell and contains three units:

a control unit, a read unit and a write unit. Given a question-image pair, the control unit

(CU) determines a series of required operations for answer prediction by decomposing the

question and successively attending to different parts of it. The read unit (RU) extracts the

information from the knowledge base (here the image) guided by the control unit. The write
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unit (WR) takes the retrieved information and integrates it into the current state to generate

a new intermediate result. To communicate, the units operate on control and memory hidden

states. Later, we discuss that, compared to black box models, the modular architecture of

the MAC model increases the interpretability of the reasoning process, though not as much

as neural module models.

Figure 2.7: The Neural Module Networks (NMN), Section 2.2.4, take advantage of com-
positional structure of questions to create a modular reasoning chain. In this example, the
questions is “is there a red shape above a circle?". The semantic parsing of the question
results in a layout of assembling modules. The attend modules find red shapes and cir-
cles, re-attend[above] moves the attention above the circle, combine determines
the intersection of attended areas, and measure[is] produces the answer yes if the final
attention in non-empty. (Figure adapted from (Andreas et al., 2016b)).

Neural Module Networks

As one of the first attempts in this direction, Andreas et al. (2016b) introduced Neural Mem-

ory Network (NMN) and extend in (Andreas, Rohrbach, Darrell, & Klein, 2016a). NMNs

are assembled on-the-fly for each instance to an architecture that reflects the complexity of

the questions. For instance, the resulting model for a question such as “is this a bike?” is

simpler than the corresponding model of the question “how many red balls are to the right

of the tree?” which requires multiple processing steps. Andreas et al. (2016b) make use

of ad-hoc hand-written rules to generate a network consisting of a set of predefined basic

‘modules’. The network is guided by the semantic structure of the input question obtained

5The figure adapted from https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~frossard/post/vgg16/
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Figure 2.8: An overview of a modular VQA system consisting of a program generator and
an execution engine.

from a dependency parser. Thus the computation performed for each instance will be differ-

ent from the others. In such a structure, each module functions as a single step of reasoning

while the network represents the whole reasoning process. Figure 2.7 depicts an example of

such networks.

The use of an off-the-shelf parser prohibits end-to-end training of the entire architec-

ture which makes it inefficient in training. To tackle this defect, further studies try to learn to

predict the reasoning network (Andreas et al., 2016a; Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten,

Hoffman, et al., 2017; Hu, Andreas, Darrell, & Saenko, 2018). They add an additional
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component to the architecture as a task-specific parser to generates the network assembling

layouts. More specifically, in (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman, et al., 2017),

a component called program generator G takes a question and generates a module layout

known as program. For instance, the question “what is the color of the ball to the left

of the blue metal box?” corresponds to the program “Scene → Filter-Shape[box] →

Filter-Material[metal]→ Filter-Color[blue] → Relate[left] → Filter-

Shape[ball] → Query-Color”. This program is further fed to another components named

execution engine E that aims to assemble the modules accordingly. The resulting network is

executed on the input image to predict the answer. Figure 2.8 shows the model architecture.

The modules are small neural networks treated as single-task functions that are combined

into a larger network to undertake a complex job. They share a generic architecture allow-

ing them to easily connect to each other. A module with n inputs receives n features map

of shape C × H × W and outputs a feature map of the same shape. The architecture of

unary modules consists of a standard residual block (K. He et al., 2016) with two 3 × 3

convolutional layers. Binary modules have a similar architecture except the two inputs are

concatenated before feeding to the residual block. The program generator is first trained

in a supervised manner using a small set of questions and the corresponding hand-crafted

programs. It is then combined with the execution engine to train in a reinforcement learning

setting in an end-to-end manner. We use execution engine in this thesis as the base model.

Modular networks are generally proved to outperform their competitors on complex

questions that require multi-hop reasoning such as locating an object and identifying its at-

tributes. However, all the mentioned approaches are primarily based on the assumption that a

fixed predefined set of the basic modules is provided which may cause oversimplification of

the questions that ignore some grammatical clues. They are also evaluated on synthetically

generated datasets that are visually simple with a limited variation in the question structure

which is different from real world scenes and linguistically diverse human-generated ques-

tions. Modular approaches naturally have a strong potential for interpretability. Hu et al.

(2018) evaluate the interpretability of their modular network compared to the non-modular
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model in (Hudson & Manning, 2018), which uses a multi-hop reasoning method without

explicitly extracting the reasoning procedure. Then, they visualized intermediate models’

outputs, in addition to the final one to be evaluated by humans. The evaluation scores show

that the users can more clearly understand the reasoning steps in modular models.

2.2.5 Using External Knowledge Bases

Understanding a question and an image in VQA may require (extra) information not in-

cluded in the training data such as commonsense knowledge or encyclopedic information.

For example, answering the question “what color is the mammal in the image?” involves

understanding the word “mammal” and knowing that animals belong to this category. Since

neural networks capture their knowledge from the training data, it is clear that expecting

them to cover all real-world scenarios is unreasonable. Moreover, the limited capacity

of learning inevitably prevents neural networks from capturing less frequently-used infor-

mation. Decoupling reasoning from the knowledge storage is an alternative to this prob-

lem that seems possible with the availability of large-scale knowledge bases such as Free-

base (Bollacker, Evans, Paritosh, Sturge, & Taylor, 2008), ConceptNet (H. Liu & Singh,

2004) and DBpedia (S. Auer et al., 2007).

A general idea is to map question-image pairs to queries over the knowledge bases and

use the result of the query to obtain the final answer (P. Wang et al., 2018; Z. Su et al., 2018;

S. Shah, Mishra, Yadati, & Talukdar, 2019; Vickers, Aletras, Monti, & Barrault, 2021). As

an example, (Q. Wu, Wang, Shen, Dick, & Hengel, 2016) extracts the semantic attributes

from a given image and retrieves the related knowledge pieces to the attributes from DB-

pedia. The knowledge is then embedded into vectors which serve as input to an LSTM

along with questions. The final answer is generated using the output of the LSTM. Vickers

et al. (2021) integrate facts extracted from KBs to improve the reasoning performance of

multimodal pretrained model Vision+Language Bert (Y.-C. Chen et al., 2020).
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Figure 2.9: Overview of the UNITER model. Figure adapted from (Y.-C. Chen et al., 2020)

2.2.6 Multimodal Pretrained Models

Recently, the advent of pretrained language models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)

, GPT3 (Brown et al., 2020), and RoBERTa (Y. Liu et al., 2019), that commonly em-

ploy self-supervised learning, have offered a significant advance in the variety of NLP tasks

showing the advantage of transfer learning. Inspired by such models, there has been a surge

in interest in creating pretrained models for multimodal tasks in a similar self-supervised

manner. Multimodal pretrained models aim to provide rich joint embedding on large-scale

image/video and text pairs for downstream tasks. For instance, VideoBERT (Sun, My-

ers, Vondrick, Murphy, & Schmid, 2019) and CBT (Sun, Baradel, Murphy, & Schmid,

2019) learned a join distribution over linguistic tokens and video frames using BERT. ViL-

BERT (Lu, Batra, Parikh, & Lee, 2019) and LXMERT (Tan & Bansal, 2019) proposed a

two-stream architecture for independently learning visual and textual embedding using two

transformers where a third transformer is used to fuse the embedding later on. In contrast,

VisualBERT (L. H. Li, Yatskar, Yin, Hsieh, & Chang, 2019), VL-BERT (W. Su et al.,

2020), B2T2 (Alberti, Ling, Collins, & Reitter, 2020), and CLIP (Radford et al., 2021)

employ a single transformer to apply to both modalities in a single stream architecture.

Among all the multimodal pretrained models, let us investigate UNITER (Y.-C. Chen

et al., 2020) further as it has outperformed the other models in many downstream tasks. Fig-
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ure 2.9 depicts an overview of the model. As seen, it consists of an Image Embedder which

applies a Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015) pretrained on visual Gnome with image regions

to extract visual features. The location of each region is also encoded in a vector. Both

visual and location features are fused and mapped to the same embedding space using a

fully-connected layer. Text Embedder, on the other hand, tokenizes the input sentence to the

words and obtains word embedding as well as their encoded position. These embeddings are

then fed into a multi-layer transformer where cross-modality embeddings are learned over

visual regions and textual tokens using four main pretraining tasks.

The pretraining tasks are introduced as Masked Language Modeling (MLM), Masked

Region Modeling (MRM), Image-Text Matching (ITM), and Word-Region Alignment (WRA).

The first two tasks, i.e., MLM and MRM, are implemented by randomly masking some

words or regions from the input and learning to recover the masked parts in the transformer

output. In order to mask a word, it is replaced with [MASK] token while a masked region of

an image is zeroed out. These tasks are also used in prior works such as (Devlin et al., 2019;

Lu et al., 2019). ITM aims to develop an instance-level alignment between the whole sen-

tence and image. For this, positive and negative image-sentence pairs are fed to the model

where it learns to predict their matching score. Via the WRA task, the model learns to trans-

port the contextualized image embedding to word embedding space at the minimum cost.

The UNITER model is pretrained by training on one randomly-sampled task per mini-batch.

2.3 Datasets for VQA

Diverse and large-scale datasets are key components of deep learning models. Various VQA

datasets have recently been created and published for different purposes. In this section,

we focus on the most common datasets. VQA 2.0 dataset is released by (Antol et al., 2015)

containing 105,904 open-ended questions about 204,721 images associated with open-ended

or multiple choice answers. This dataset is characterised by statistical biases. To mitigate

these biases, CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al., 2017)

was introduced with the goal of testing the reasoning ability of the models by focusing on
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Figure 2.10: Examples of four popular VQA datasets.
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different aspects of visual reasoning such as counting, logic and attribute recognition. It

contains ∼700k complex questions asking about synthetic images which require multi-step

reasoning to produce the answer. Objects in the images have the following attributes: size

(large or small), shape (cube, cylinder, or sphere), color (cyan, blue, red, purple, yellow,

brown, green or gray) and material (metal, or rubber). The number of objects in the images

is limited and answer options contain a single word. In this thesis, we use CLEVR as our

main source of data.

Hudson and Manning (2019a) released the GQA dataset which contains open-ended

questions about real images focusing on the use of scene graphs and intermediate answers

in answering questions of various degrees of compositionality. The data set contains scene

graphs that contain objects, their attributes and relationships in addition to the images, ques-

tions and answers. Visual7W (Zhu et al., 2016) and Visual Genome (R. Krishna et al.,

2017) aim to improve the visual understanding and systematically evaluate model capa-

bility in spatial reasoning. There are also datasets that have been developed to enhance

knowledge-based reasoning tasks and provide a benchmark for evaluation. Among them let

us mention FVQA (P. Wang et al., 2018), the Fact-based VQA dataset that includes support

facts in addition to images, questions, and answers. The facts are provided in external KBs

as structured representations of knowledge that are required for answering questions. The

dataset contains 2,190 images sampled from MS COCO (T.-Y. Lin et al., 2014) and 5,826

questions corresponding to 4,216 facts. Figure 2.10 shows examples from different datasets,

while Table 2.1 compares the characteristics of the abovementioned and more VQA datasets.
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3 | A Data Augmentation Approach for Injecting In-

ductive Biases

VQA models have recently achieved remarkable results when trained on large scale dataset.

Current VQA datasets mostly contain complex questions and usually lack simple questions.

Relying on complex questions does not pose any problem for a model when there is access

to a large amount of data. However, when it comes to low data scenarios learning only from

complex questions may introduce a serious challenge for generalization. In this chapter

we address this problem by explicitly injecting the inductive biases at the data level. Our

solution rely mainly on the inductive bias which states “simple questions provide basic con-

cepts”. Our goal is to demonstrate that a model can better learn complex questions in a low

data regime if it is given a chance to learn basic concepts from simple questions.

3.1 Introduction

VQA datasets tend to contain complex questions in order to evaluate the capability of cur-

rent multimodal comprehension models. In other words, as one of its main applications,

VQA is used as a proxy task to test models’ capacities to understand visual scenes and

ground language to them. Answering simple questions is not sufficiently challenging for

such a purpose, while answering complex questions requires identifying multiple objects

and understanding their relationships.
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To understand an unseen question and correctly predict the answer, a model requires

capturing the compositionality inductive biases. Understanding an image scene with a rich

number of objects is a lot easier for the model when training on a large dataset. In fact, the

model implicitly captures the inductive biases by repeatedly seeing a large variety of data

when training on a large-scale dataset. However, capturing complicated relationships from

small datasets is challenging. A small training set does not offer a large variety of labeled

data for learning the underlying biases which harms generalization.

The main goal of this chapter is to improve the generalisation of VQA models by

injecting inductive biases so the model can explicitly have access to them in a data efficient

manner. Inductive biases are of particularly high significance to questions as they impact the

answers in VQA significantly. An inductive bias that a typical learner acquires by training

on natural language tasks is related to the inherent compositionality of the human language,

e.g., a complex sentence can be understood by understanding its simpler chunks. With the

resulting chunks, meaning is normally easier to capture, providing a powerful foundation

for understanding complex sentences.

Inspired by the fact that a complex question can be learned on the basis of the basic

concepts, we hypothesized that augmenting the training set of complex questions with sim-

pler questions will help the model. We applied the notion that the simplicity of a question

can be defined based on different criteria, including syntactic and semantic dimensions. In

the VQA context, we consider simplicity as the number of reasoning steps required for an-

swering a question. Thus, the simplest possible question requires identifying a single object

and reasoning about it. We particularly include simpler questions that if learned could lead

to better representations in the VQA model.

We take a data augmentation approach and enlarge the initial small training set by

automatically generating simple question-answer pairs for images. We hypothesise that

basic concepts can be learned from simple questions, enabling the model to better learn the

structure of more complex questions.
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Data augmentation strategies have proven to be particularly useful in a variety of com-

puter vision applications, including images classifications (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Not

only they can be helpful in overcoming the problem of insufficiently labeled data, they

are also used to reduce overfitting and class imbalance problems (Shorten & Khoshgoftaar,

2019). Current data augmentation techniques use data warping or oversampling to increase

the size of the training dataset (Ruprecht & Muller, 1995; Shorten & Khoshgoftaar, 2019).

Data warping is a technique for transforming data while maintaining its labels. Typically, the

examples are transformed by geometric and color transformations, random erasing, neural

style transfer and adversarial training.

In contrast to the computer vision area, data augmentation in VQA is under-explored

due to the challenge of correctly preserving the semantic relation of the <image, questions,

answer> triplet during transformation. Geometric transform, and random cropping of the

image cannot guarantee to preserve the answer. For instance, the answer to “what color is

the thing on the left side of the cube?” may be flipped if the image is vertically transformed.

Random cropping can result in missing the number of objects when counting to answer a

how many question.

In this chapter, we present a data augmentation method that automatically generates

simple questions. The proposed method is an automatic template-based approach which

only requires having access to the superficial annotations of an image scene and does not use

any additional labeled data. The annotations give some information about the appearance

of the objects in the image. The answers to the questions are also automatically generated

at no cost of human effort. The method is generic and applicable to any dataset if the scene

information is available. The experimental results and analysis demonstrate that our method

is very effective in improving VQA performance, and significantly outperform the baselines’

result by a large margin in terms of accuracy.
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3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Data Augmentation

It is widely accepted that using larger datasets in training yields stronger DNN models.

However, in many domains such as medical applications, limited datasets present common

challenges due to the manual effort of collecting and annotating data. One of the main prob-

lems of training on insufficient data particularly in deep learning is overfitting. Many meth-

ods try to solve this problem by focusing on the model’s architecture (K. He et al., 2016) or

regularization methods (Srivastava, Hinton, Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Salakhutdinov, 2014;

Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). In contrast to these, data augmentation tackles overfitting from the

root i.e., by manipulating the training set. This lies on the idea that data augmentation can

extract more information from the original dataset. It generally consists of artificially in-

creasing the size and the diversity of training examples by automatically creating additional

augmented data based on the available data. Besides the problem of limited datasets, data

augmenting has also been considered in the class imbalance distribution problem.

Data augmentation has received most of its attention in computer vision (CV). Many

widely-used augmentation techniques are introduced to improve the generalization ability

of CNN models in vision tasks such as image classification, object detection and image

segmentation. These techniques are most applicable to images but not other types of data. In

other areas such as text processing or more specifically Natural Language Processing (NLP),

data augmentation has not been well explored. Although VQA is a multimodal problem

involves in both image and text, however, due to some restrictions it cannot easily benefit

the data augmentation advances in both image and text modalities. The ensuing sections

elaborate on the related studies on data augmentation in CV and NLP as a foreground for

VQA data augmentation. We will explore data augmentation studies in VQA later.

Visual Data Augmentation Image augmentation techniques are either a kind of data

warping or oversampling. Warping techniques in computer vision transform images while
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preserving labels. The techniques generally used for warping include geometric transfor-

mation, random erasing, color transformation, adversarial training, and neural style transfer.

Oversampling is different from data warping, but they are not mutually exclusive. It gen-

erates synthetic training data by mixing images, or features space augmentation, or even

simply replicating examples.

Lecun, Bottou, Bengio, and Haffner (1998) is one of the first works that used data

warping for handwritten digit classification. Data augmentation has also been explored in

oversampling applications to use re-sampling for solving the imbalanced class distribution

problem. (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) proposed AlexNet CNN architecture which revolution-

ized image classification. They employed data augmentation in the experiments to increase

the dataset size. This is done in a multi-step approach by randomly cropping 224x224

patches from the original photos, flipping them horizontally, then applying PCA color aug-

mentation to change the intensity of the RGB channels. The authors claim that data aug-

mentation helped reduce overfitting during training a DNN as well as the model’s error rate

by more than 1%.

Textual Data Augmentation. Compared to vision, data augmentation in language has

barely been studied. There have only been a few attempts to employ textual augmentation to

help with classification problems. Wei and Zou (2019) provide a thorough study on the use

of text editing techniques for NLP data augmentation and could demonstrate improvement

in text classification. However, Tang, Ma, Zhang, Wu, and Yang (2020) show that those

techniques can adversely impact the performance of a VQA model. Other works generate

new data by paraphrasing (X. Zhang & LeCun, 2015) or introducing noise to text data

(Bittlingmayer, 2018; Goodfellow, Bengio, & Courville, 2016). In modern NLP, studies

widely finetune pretrained language models to automatically generate noisy or paraphrased

data (K. Krishna, Wieting, & Iyyer, 2020; S. Wang, Thompson, & Iyyer, 2021).

VQA Data Augmentation Data augmentation for VQA is covered in fewer works, e.g.,

(Kafle et al., 2017; Ray et al., 2019; Bitton, Stanovsky, Schwartz, & Elhadad, 2021). Kafle
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and Kanan (2017) are the first to use semantic annotations on images to create new questions.

Ray et al. (2019) leverages knowledge in the Visual Genome dataset (R. Krishna et al., 2017)

to create QA pairs that quantitatively evaluate the consistency of a VQA model. The idea

is that, if a model answers “red” to “what color is the ball?”, it should answer “yes” if

asked “is the ball red?” to correctly preserve the notions of entailment. They automatically

create a set of logically consistent QA pairs from a source QA pair and also collect a human-

annotated set of consistent QA pairs based on common-sense e.g., “is the ball the same color

as a tomato?”. Mirzaee, Rajaby Faghihi, Ning, and Kordjamshidi (2021) automatically

generate synthetic complex questions and answers based on NLVR dataset (Suhr, Lewis,

Yeh, & Artzi, 2017) focusing on spatial reasoning. For this, similar to our approach in

this chapter, they leverage scene structure of images. However, to infer the answers to the

synthetic questions, they design spacial reasoning rules and novel CFGs.

M. Shah, Chen, Rohrbach, and Parikh (2019) presents a cyclic-consistent training strat-

egy in which the model is trained to predict a consistent answer for a source question and

its rephrasing version. To enhance the model’s robustness against semantic visual changes,

their method uses a GAN-based re-synthesis methodology to automatically eliminate items.

Agarwal, Shetty, and Fritz (2020) use data augmentation to enhance the model’s robustness

against semantic visual modifications. They employ a GAN-based re-synthesis approach to

automatically eliminate the objects.

3.2.2 Scene Knowledge in VQA

Scene knowledge describes what exists in an image in terms of the entities, relations and

actions. This information can be expressed in different forms with varying levels of details

and granularity. It can be simply represented in the form of a list that reports the objects

available in the image, or a more sophisticated form such as a graph. More formally, a

scene graph is a structured representation that clearly shows the objects, attributes, and

relationships between the objects in the scene. Scene information specifically in the form of

a scene graph has served in many applications such as image generation (Y. Li et al., 2019),
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image and video captioning (Yang et al., 2019), image-text retrieval (S. Wang, Wang, Yao,

Shan, & Chen, 2020), and VQA.

A VQA task requires the understanding of both questions and images, grounding the

questions in the image, and finally reasoning and producing the answer. Provided by many

current VQA datasets, scene knowledge has drawn researcher attention as a tool for facil-

itating image understanding as well as reasoning (F. Yu et al., 2021; C. Zhang, Chao, &

Xuan, 2019; Damodaran et al., 2021). Teney et al. (2017) propose to build a scene graph

using information provided in the dataset, as well as text graph over the questions and feed

both graphs into a neural network for reasoning. Similarly, Hudson and Manning (2019b)

construct a probabilistic scene graph and treat it as a state machine traversing its states to

reason. Hildebrandt, Li, Koner, Tresp, and Günnemann (2020) developed a reinforcement

agent that learns to generate paths by navigating over scene graphs leading to the answer.

Although many studies use scene graphs to answer questions, a few works attempt to

exploit such information for generating questions. (Bitton et al., 2021) proposed to generate

contrast questions for the GQA dataset. The contrast sets proposed in (Gardner et al., 2020)

aim to perturb a small subset of the test instances in a meaningful way, typically changing the

ground truth label in order to evaluate a model’s true capabilities. More specifically, contrast

sets challenge a model’s decision boundaries in local views. For instance, a contrasting

example for QA pair “is there a fence near the puddle? Yes” is automatically generated

using the scene graph as “is there a wall near the puddle? No”. (Ray et al., 2019) consider

scene graphs to create consistent QA pairs that can be derived based on simple notions

of logic. For instance, they create a QA like “is the sofa black? No” according to the

relational triplet of <sofa, is, white> derived from the scene graph and using a simple logic

like “a white thing is not black.” They focus mainly on attribute, existential and relational

consistency.

Similar to the above work, we automatically generate the QA pairs using scene knowl-

edge, but in contrast, our proposed method does not rely on the relationships in a scene

graph or any logic, rather it uses the attributes of the objects in images which can be easily
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Figure 3.1: An example of scene information from Visual Gnome dataset.

generated by an object detection model.

3.2.3 VQA Datasets with Scene Knowledge

many of the VQA datasets introduced in Section2.3 include the scene information of the

images. Visual Gnome (R. Krishna et al., 2017) includes the objects’ region, their attributes

and relationships. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the Visual Gnome dataset. The VQA

dataset (Antol et al., 2015) provides scene information for both real and abstract images.

CLEVR is a synthetic dataset that also contains detailed scene information in terms of the

objects’ spatial coordinates, attributes, and relations. Figure 3.4 depicts a sample of CLEVR

scenes. GQA was introduced to offer clear and sophisticated scene graphs as the authors

believe that scene graphs can be used to link the symbolic reasoning in classic AI to current

deep neural network approaches. There are also other datasets (P. Zhang, Goyal, Summers-

Stay, Batra, & Parikh, 2016) providing detailed information from the image scene which we
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have not mentioned for the sake of brevity.

3.3 Current VQA Model Performance in Low Data Setting

Figure 3.2: Accuracy of vanilla training of the execution engine on CLEVR val when
trained on different sized subsets from CLEVR train set. Note that these experiments do
not use the program generator . Instead ground truth programs are used as the input to the
execution engine.

In a VQA task, a model receives as input a pair (x, q) of image x and a question q about

the image. The model learns to select an answer a ∈ A to the questions from a set A of

possible answers. We use the VQA model (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman,

et al., 2017) to test its performance when decreasing the size of the training set. This model

includes two main components: a program generator G and an execution engine E . The

program generator predicts a program p to address a question q. The execution engine

combines the modules according to the program, and executes the obtained network on the

image to produce an answer. See Section 2.2.4 for more details about the model.

Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman, et al. (2017) train the model using

a semi-supervised learning approach. They demonstrate that the program generator can

produce acceptable programs while training on only a small fraction of possible programs (≤

4%). To evaluate E’s performance in a low data regime, we conducted a set of experiments

with different sized training sets. In these experiments, we train the model with randomly
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selected subsets of CLVER train set in a vanilla supervised manner. We sample the

training subsets with different percentages of the full training set, e.g., 5%, 20% and 70%.

Note that we use ground truth programs in addition to images as the inputs to E in all

experiments in this thesis.

Figure 3.2 shows the best accuracy of the experiments on CLEVR’s val set while the

execution engine is trained on the subsets of the CLEVR’s train set. The accuracy of the

full training set (100%) is 95.55, close to the result reported in the original paper. Mov-

ing left, the accuracy steadily decreases as the training sets become smaller. However, the

performance drastically drops where the training set size becomes lower than 30% so that

the accuracy is 87.70% for the 30% subset and 54.24% for the 20% subset. This may be

explained as the point that the information that the training data provides are not sufficient

to tune the model weights regarding the model size. Generally speaking, the results verify

execution engine’s poor performance on the small sized training subsets.

3.4 Our Proposed Data Augmentation Approach

This section explains our method for automatically generating simple questions using su-

perficial information from the image scene. We use only the basic attributes of the objects

present in an image including size, color, material, and shape; and disregard object’s coor-

dination and spatial relationship between objects.

3.4.1 The Notion of Simplicity of Questions

The first objective of this work is to generate simple questions. As discussed earlier, simplic-

ity is an abstract and relative concept that can be defined in different ways. One may view

it from the linguistic point and incorporate lexical and semantic criteria such as the length

of the questions, while others may interpret simplicity from a different angle according to

their goals. In order to focus on simple questions, we inevitably must formulate simplicity

as a measurable criterion. Based on the general focus of this work which is reasoning us-
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ing compositionality, we translate simplicity as the number of reasoning steps required to

answer a question. In this sense, a question with a longer reasoning chain is considered a

harder question relative to other questions with a shorter chain.

Since we aim to generate simple questions, we first specify the characteristics of the

simplest possible question that can be created. According to the above definition, the sim-

plest question means the one with the shortest reasoning chain. One of the most important

things in comprehending questions is identifying the target object. In many cases, an object

is detectable through its spatial relationship with other objects, e.g., “the sphere behind the

green box” in Figure 3.3. Such cases involve locating multiple objects and, as a result, the

reasoning chain would be longer. As a result, demand for finding a single object in the image

can be taken as the first characteristic of the simplest questions.

The second reason for long reasoning chain even if it detects a single object, is a long

referring expression to the target. The referring expression is the phrase by which we can

uniquely locate the object in the image. Every word in a referring expression will be trans-

lated to a filtering step in the reasoning chain. For instance, the expression “red sphere” is

converted to “1) filtering the red colors, 2) filtering the sphere shapes on top of the result of

the first step”. To keep a question as simple as possible, the referring expression also needs

to be short.

3.4.2 The Notion of Ambiguity of Questions

The objective here is to generate the questions automatically, i.e., without human effort.

Generally speaking, human intervention in question generation may be required for two

main purposes: either supervising the quality of generated questions or producing answers.

Question quality is a broad concept that embraces meaningfulness, and unambiguity in ad-

dition to linguistic factors such as grammar and fluency. Every work may narrowly define

question quality according to its task and aims.

In our VQA setting, question quality narrows down to unambiguity. Since our method
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Figure 3.3: The question “what color is the object behind the blue cube?” is ambiguous
since there are two blue cubes in the image. To create an unambiguous question, the target
object must be uniquely identifiable by the referring expression in the question. A unique
attribute combination ensures that the expression refers to a unique object such as “red” or
“red sphere” and that both refer to the red sphere in the top right corner.

is a template-based question generation approach, other aspects of question quality are auto-

matically considered in the templates (see Section 3.4.4 for more details). Therefore, human

intervention may be needed to filter out the ambiguous questions. According to our defini-

tion, ambiguity occurs when the target object cannot be uniquely identified by the attributes

stated in the question. For example, in Figure 3.3 the question “what color is the object

behind the blue cube?” is ambiguous because firstly the expression “the blue cube” can

refer to either the large shiny blue cube or the small matt cube at the back. Secondly, if sup-

posedly “the big shiny blue cube” was the only “the blue cube” in the image, the questions

would still be ambiguous because there is more than one object behind it whose color needs

to be captured as the answer. The reader should note that the task is a QA task, not a dialog

in which the agent can ask for more clarification by responding, i.e., “which object behind

the blue cube?”. On the other hand, an unambiguous question can be easily answered by

locating the target object and looking up the required attribute among its attributes from the

scene knowledge.

As a result of the discussion in the above paragraphs, the concern of eliminating hu-

man effort is reduced to posing unambiguous questions. For this purpose, we introduce

unique attribute combinations to guarantee that answering the generated questions does
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not require any human effort by ensuring that they refer to a unique object in images. The

following section explains unique attribute combinations in detail whereafter we elaborate

on the templates used for generating questions.

3.4.3 Unique attribute combinations

A unique attribute combination is defined as a referring expression consisting of a set of

attributes that can uniquely identify an object in an image. For instance, a unique attribute

combination for the red sphere at the top right corner of Figure 3.3 can be “red” because it

is the only red object in the image and it can be uniquely identified if one refers to it as “the

red object”. Although it is the shortest unique attribute combination for the red sphere, there

are other unique combinations for this object including “large sphere”, “matt sphere”, and

“large red sphere”. As we are interested in short questions, we only produce short attribute

combinations of the lengths 1 and 2.

Now, we explain how we create unique attribute combinations. Let uacl be the unique

attribute combination of length l. We begin by creating combinations of length 1 for all

objects in the image, uacl=1by comparing the values of the similar attributes in all objects

of the image e.g., the colors or shapes of the objects; and then record the attribute values that

appear in only one object such as “red” in Figure 3.3. This process is shown in Algorithm 1

line 4–9.

A general method to create unique combinations with length l > 1 is generating all

possible combinations of length l for all objects in an image. Then we compare the com-

binations and remove those that refer to more than one object by eliminating the repeated

combinations. However, as illustrated in Algorithm 1 line 10–19, we modify this method

to reduce computational time. We join the values in uacl=1 to other attribute values of the

corresponding object, e.g., we attach “red” as a uac1 to “sphere” to create “red sphere” or

“red large” where l = 2. This strategy produces longer unique combinations at a fast rate

but at the cost of missing a number of possibilities. Once the uacs are generated, it is time

to move on to the next step using templates for question generation. Let us now introduce
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Algorithm 1 Creating Unique Attribute Combinations
1: I: Image list
2: A: List of attributes i.e., {color, shape, size, material}
3: procedure CREATE-UAC(l)
4: #Obtaining uac where l==1
5: for im ∈ I do
6: for obj ∈ im do
7: for attrib ∈ A do
8: if obj.attrib.value is unique then
9: uac1←obj.attrib.value

10: #Obtaining uac where l≥1
11: if l ≥ 1 then
12: for im ∈ I do
13: for obj ∈ im do
14: for u1 ∈ im.obj.uac1 do
15: #Choosing l-1 attribute

16: from all obj attributes

17: for attrib-comb ∈
(

l−1
obj.attibutes

)
do

18: if u1 ̸∈ attrib-comb then
19: uacl ← Concat(u1, attrib-comb)

our templates and the generation details.

3.4.4 Generating Template-based Questions

We synthesize two types of questions from scene knowledge: query-attribute and existential

questions. As their names suggest, query-attribute questions begin with “what” and ask

about the value of an attribute in the target object, e.g., “the color of the cube” or “the shape

of the big object” while existential questions start with “is” and ask whether the target object

is present in the image. Table 3.1 shows the templates along with corresponding examples.

[attributeq] indicates a placeholder which must be replaced with the queried attribute name

that can be any of the attributes from the attribute set i.e., {size, color,material, shape};

while [attributeuac ] is the attribute name being presented in the uac . [uac] indicates a uac

of the desired object.

The phrase inside the braces creates a sequence of filters with the same length as uac

when being repeated for each attribute value in uac and combined together. In fact, the
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Query-attribute Type

Template Example

Question What [attributeq] is the [uac ] object? What size is the red object?

Program scene→
{
filter–[attributeuaci ][[uaci]]→

}l

i=1 scene→ filter–color[red]→ query–sizequery–[attributeq]

Existential Type

Template Example

Question Is there a [uac ] object? Is there a red object?

Program scene→
{
filter–[attributeuaci ][[uaci]]→

}l

i=1
exist scene→ filter–color[red]→ exist

Table 3.1: The question and program templates for two types of questions is used in this
work along with an example for each. The top table shows the the templates and example for
query-attribute type where the question begins with what and asks about an attribute value
of the target object. The lower table details the existential type where the questions asks if
the target object presents in the image.

examples provided in the table use a uac with l = 1, i.e., “red”; however in case the uac

is longer, e.g., “red sphere” then identification process of the target object is performed in

a multi-step filtering; for instance firstly filtering the red color and secondly filtering the

sphere shape. This process is formalized as the following phrase: filter–color[red] →

filter–shape[sphere]. It is also noteworthy to mention that we let it be possible that a

question asks about one of the attributes that constitute the uac , e.g., “what color is the red

sphere?”, although the answer is very obvious and already appears in the question itself. In

other words, the attribute that is chosen to fill the [attribute] placeholder may be one of the

attributes whose value is included in the [uac].

The existential template can be used to produce yes/ no questions. Replacing a target

object’s uac with [uac] in the template can easily result in a yes answer while for a question

with an answer no an invalid attribute should be joined to uac. Any attribute value which

does not match the target object is considered as an invalid attribute for it. For instance,

assume “is there a red sphere in the image?” as a positive-answered question, then “is
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there a red small sphere?” makes a negative-answered question because small is an invalid

attribute for the target object and hence, if attached to uac creates a referring expression

with no visual equivalence in the image. The invalid attribute must be selected among

the attributes that don’t already contribute in the uac , otherwise the referring expression

becomes ambiguous.

As may be clear, to select an answer to a generated question, we simply determine the

target object and draw its scene information, then pick the value of the requested attribute. In

the case of the yes/no answers, the answer is determined by the questions generation process

based on whether an invalid attribute is used or not. Let us emphasize again that utilizing

uac ensures that the question refers to a unique object and as the result, the answer will be

distinct so that it can be automatically selected or generated.

3.5 Experiments

To simulate a low-data scenario, we select four small subsets from the training set with

different sizes denoted as a percentage of the full dataset. We refer to these subsets as

s-CLEVRx where x ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30} indicates the size of the subset, e.g., s-CLEVR20 is the

subset chosen to be as small as 20% of the full training set with ∼140k (image, question,

answer) tuples. We use the scene information of the images from s-CLEVRx denoted as Ix

to generate augmented questions.

We conducted our experiments in two stages: data augmentation and training. The

first stage includes extracting uacs and generating QA pairs using the proposed data aug-

mentation method. The uacs are extracted from the scene information of a selected set of

images (see details in Section 2.3). To emphasise simplicity, we only use uac1 for generat-

ing query-attribute questions and uac2 for existential questions. uac2 , as described in the

preceding section, are built upon uac1 s. For each uac1 , we generate existential questions

with a probability of p = 0.25 where the chance of yes answers equals no ones. We refer to

the generated QA set as Augsimple .
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Answer Category # Classes Answer Classes
Size 2 Large, Small
Material 2 Metal (Shiny) , Rubber (Matt)
Shape 3 Cube, Cylinder, Sphere
Color 8 Brown, Gray, Red, Yellow, Purple, Cyan, Green, Blue
Yes/no 2 Yes, No
Numbers 11 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Total 28

Table 3.2: The classes of answers in the CLEVR dataset.

In the second stage, we add the augmented questions to the training set to create an

augmented training set i.e., s-CLEVRx+Augsimple . We use the execution engine E described

in Section 3.3 as the model in the experiments. We train E on the augmented training set

from scratch and evaluate on val.

In addition to the questions, the model requires the image features to produce the an-

swer. The image features are the output of conv4 of ResNet-101 (K. He et al., 2016) pre-

trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). We then test the model on the validation set and

compare the results with two baselines. The following sections explain the setup details for

both stages.

3.5.1 Setup

Dataset Although the data augmentation method is generic and applicable to many VQA

datasets, for generating augmented questions, we make use of the scene information from

the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al., 2017). This infor-

mation is available in the form of objects’ attributes and their spatial relationships as seen

in Figure 3.4. Our proposed method aims to use the superficial attributes of objects, thus

we only consider color, size, material and shape from all the information provided about the

scene of an image. We also use the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten,

Fei-Fei, et al., 2017) for training. It provides a training set with 70k images, 700k (image,

question, answer) tuples. The answers comes from 28 classes including 8 colors, 2 sizes, 3

shapes, 2 materials, 11 numbers as well as yes and no all listed in Table 3.2. To simulate
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image_index: 0,

objects: [

 ], 

relationships: {

 }, 

image_filename: "CLEVR_val_000000.png", 

split: "val", 

directions: {

 }

{"color": "brown", "size": "large", "rotation": 178.92387258999463, "shape": "cylinder",
"3d_coords": [-1.4937210083007812,  -1.9936031103134155, 0.699999988079071],
"material": "rubber", "pixel_coords": [119, 131, 10.801968574523926]}, 

{"color": "gray", "size": "large", "rotation": 243.405459279722, "shape": "cube",
"3d_coords": [1.555708646774292, -2.104736566543579, 0.699999988079071],
"material": "rubber", "pixel_coords": [198, 190, 8.60103988647461]}, 

{"color": "green", "size": "small", "rotation": 230.45235024165092, "shape": "cylinder",
"3d_coords": [-2.342184543609619, -0.5205014944076538, 0.3499999940395355],
"material": "rubber", "pixel_coords": [161, 118, 12.372727394104004]}, 

{"color": "purple", "size": "large", "rotation": 31.654351858799153, "shape": "sphere",
"3d_coords": [-0.8073106408119202, 1.914123773574829, 0.699999988079071],
"material": "metal", "pixel_coords": [282, 100, 12.495001792907715]}, 

{"color": "gray", "size": "small", "rotation": 42.183287560575, "shape": "cube",
"3d_coords": [2.6763813495635986, 0.03453871235251427, 0.3499999940395355],
"material": "metal", "pixel_coords": [337, 195, 9.161211967468262]}

"right": [0.6563112735748291, 0.7544902563095093, -0.0], 
"behind": [-0.754490315914154, 0.6563112735748291, 0.0], 
"above": [0.0, 0.0, 1.0],
"below": [-0.0, -0.0, -1.0],
"left": [-0.6563112735748291, -0.7544902563095093, 0.0], 
"front": [0.754490315914154, -0.6563112735748291, -0.0]}

"right": [[1, 2, 3, 4], [3, 4], [1, 3, 4], [4], []], 
"behind": [[2, 3], [0, 2, 3, 4], [3], [], [0, 2, 3]], 
"front": [[1, 4], [], [0, 1, 4], [0, 1, 2, 4], [1]],
"left": [[], [0, 2], [0], [0, 1, 2], [0, 1, 2, 3]]

Scene Information

Figure 3.4: An example of scene information from CLEVR val set. Among all provided
detail, we use only the size, color, material and shape attributes of the objects
for data augmentation.
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a low-data scenario, we select a small subset from the training set referred as s-CLEVRI20.

The subset is chosen to be as small as 20% of the full training set with 140k (image, ques-

tion, answer) tuples. We use the scene information of the images from s-CLEVRI20 for

generating augmented questions.

Figure 3.5 confirms that the CLEVR dataset mainly includes the complex questions

and only a small proportion of the training set consists of simple questions. It shows the

length distribution of the questions and programs in the CLEVR train set. 91.42% of the

questions are longer than 10 in length. The longer a question is, the more complex it is

likely to be because it may be involved in more objects and their relationships. A program

shows the reasoning chain for predicting the answer to a questions. As such, length in

programs indicates the number of steps in the reasoning chain. As seen in the right diagram

of Figure 3.5, the majority of programs indicate a long reasoning chain, e.g., about 85.80%

of the program lengths are higher than 6. Note that a question is normally translated to

a program with a shorter length as not all of the question tokens can be translated to a

reasoning step.

Avoiding Reproducing Questions A concern in our setting when working with a syn-

thetic dataset like CLEVR is that by automatically generating questions we may end up

replicating the questions in the dataset. Since CLEVR questions have also been produced

using templates, we should ensure that we did not reproduce the questions of the other

(100−x)% of the dataset when augmenting s-CLEVRx with automatically-generated ques-

tions. Otherwise, comparing the outcomes when using augmented data to that of the original

dataset is not fair.

To address this concern, first we randomly select a subset of x% of the CLEVR images,

Ix. then collect all the questions referring to those images, and use them as the x% subset

of the dataset, s-CLEVRx. In CLEVR the rate of the question referring to a specific image

is almost fixed to 10, so the set of questions about Ix roughly equals x% of the full dataset.

We only make use of the scene information of Ix for data augmentation.
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Figure 3.5: The length distribution of questions and programs in the CLEVR train set.
As seen in the left diagram, the majority of the questions are of a length above 10 which
means the dataset mostly consists of complex questions. Since lengths of programs indicate
the number of reasoning steps, the right diagram shows only a small number of examples
can be considered as simple with few reasoning steps, e.g., less that six steps.

Baselines We use the execution engine E , to assess the proposed data augmentation im-

pact on the VQA’s performance in comparison to two baselines. As a baseline, the model

is trained on s-CLEVRI20 which includes only the subset of CLEVR questions about the

images in I20 denoted as s-CLEVRI20. This subset is assumed to mainly contain complex

questions since it is selected from the VQA dataset CLEVR. The second baseline will be

obtained by training the model on only generated questions denoted as Augsimple which only

includes simple and short questions. We do not compare with the state of the art, because

the goal of our research is to study VQA in a low-data regime, and to the best of our knowl-

edge, there is no other work that conducts similar research. Thus, we focus on improving

the performance of our baseline models.

3.5.2 Results and Discussion

Data Augmentation Statistics. Table 3.3 shows some statistics of the data augmentation

experiment. As seen in the upper part of the table, from∼70k images in the CLEVR dataset

of which we randomly select x% of images for each subset. In other words, the size of

Ix for each subset in our experiments is as shown in the table, e.g., in the case of I20 it is

13,917. Then, all uac1 were extracted from the image scenes which can be further divided
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# images # unique colors # unique shapes #unique materials # unique size

5% 3,480 10,198 2,604 862 835

10% 6,961 20,288 5,204 1,727 1,673

20% 13,917 40,520 10,331 3,490 3,365

30% 20,859 60,927 15,575 5,179 5,145

Exist Questions Attribute Questions All Questions

Subcategories yes, no color, shape, size, material -

Questions length 6 6 6

Program Length 4 4 4

Count in 5% 10,817 (16%) 57,996 (84%) 68,813

Count in 10% 21,715 (16%) 115,568 (84%) 137,283

Count in 20% 43,375 (16%) 230,824 (84%) 274,199

Count in 30% 65399 (16%) 347,304 (84%) 412,703

Table 3.3: The statistics of generated questions for each training subset. Top: the number
of images that are chosen to generate augmented questions and the number of unique at-
tributes, i.e., uac1 , that are extracted from those images. Bottom: The length and number
of generated questions per question type and in total.

into colors, shapes, materials, and sizes. The statistics neatly correlate with the number of

values of each attribute. For instance in CLEVR dataset, the attribute color includes eighth

values of blue, cyan, green, gray, yellow, brown, red, and purple. Thus it is more likely for

a certain object in an image to have a color different from other objects in the image. As a

result, the number of unique colors are presented in the images ∈ Ix are largely higher than

other attributes. On the other hand, size has only two values of large and small. So an

object is less probable to be the only small or large object in the image particularly in

the current VQA datasets in which the images are relatively rich in terms of the number of

objects.

The lower part of Table 3.3 reports the statistics of the generated questions from the se-

lected subsets. For instance, from the extracted uac1 of I20, we generated 274,199 questions

in total of which 43,375 are of existential type while the remaining are from query-attribute

type. The number of existential questions with yes and no answers is almost equal contain-
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the distributions of questions length with and without data aug-
mentation. s-CLEVR20 and val set are sampled from the dataset original distribution while
s-CLEVR20+Augsimple shows the distribution of the augmented training set.

ing 21,665 and 21,710 questions respectively. Considering that the size of training sets are

35k for s-CLEVR5, 70k for s-CLEVR10, 140k for s-CLEVR20, and 210k for s-CLEVR30,

we can say that the number of generated questions is roughly twice the original sets size.

The rest of 203,824 questions ask about four attributes of color, shape, size, and

material each 57,706 questions. As for every uac1 , four questions corresponding to

the four attributes are generated, hence the count of the questions for all attributes is the

same. We use only uac1 for what-[attribute] questions and uac2 for existential questions,

according to templates in Table 3.1, the question’s length will be 6 and the length of their

corresponding programs will be 4.

How does the augmentation change the training set distributions? Figure 3.6 compares

the distribution of questions length in s-CLEVR20 and Augsimple as well as the valid set.

From the close-up shot of the curves, we can see that the distribution of s-CLEVR20 and

valid set is very similar. This is due to the fact that the distribution of the train and

valid set are similar in the CLEVR dataset and the s-CLEVR20 is a random subset of
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train set which means they share the same distribution. As seen, augmenting s-CLEVR20

with Augsimple
20 dramatically changes the distribution of questions in terms of length and

type. One may hypothesise that such distribution dissimilarity will adversely affect the

performance. However, the results demonstrate that in our setting it significantly enhances

the model performance in predicting answers.

Training. Table 3.4 depicts the results of model validation when training on (1) gener-

ated simple examples, Augsimple
x , (2) a subset of complex questions, s-CLEVRx, and (3)

the augmented sets, s-CLEVRx+Augsimple
x . As seen our data augmentation method, i.e.,

training on s-CLEVR+Augsimple outperforms the baselines. The best performance of our

approach is achieved by training on and s-CLEVR10+Augsimple
10 and s-CLEVR20+Augsimple

20

with 34 scores accuracy increase. This large improvement confirms our initial hypothesis

about lacking the basic concepts in a small training set with only complex questions. Adding

simple questions to the training set helps the model to learn the basic concepts as the basis of

complex ones. Then the model learns how to combine those simple concepts by training on

a small set of complex questions. These two skills together make the model effectively gen-

eralize on unseen examples and it is the reason for producing 34% more accurate answers

on val set in the cases of 10% and 20% subsets.

This analysis also explains the results of other subsets. In the case of s-CLEVR5 the set

of complex questions is not large enough for the model to learn all variations of combining

the basic concepts. So the improvement is less than the next two larger subset

Training Set 5% 10% 20% 30%

Augsimple 31.69 30.18 30.14 30.17

s-CLEVR 46.91 49.90 54.24 87.70

s-CLEVR+Augsimple 69.23 83.06 87.81 91.26

Table 3.4: The accuracy on CLEVR val set when training on different sets.

s-CLEVR30+Augsimple
30 increase only 5% improvement in the accuracy. It is because

s-CLEVR30 contains almost 200k of complex examples. The numbers of complex examples
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are quite large so that the model can implicitly infer many basic concepts by repeatedly

visiting close examples. In this case, explicitly introducing basic concepts cannot largely

enhance the performance.

It is noteworthy that the poor results on Augsimple sets are as expected since the training

sets are not challenging enough for a model to learn how to deal with complex questions.

Therefore many predicted answers on val set are incorrect.

How does the proposed augmentation approach generalize on realistic detasets? We

investigated to what extent the method proposed in this chapter is applicable to real world

images. For this, we picked a random data example from GQA dataset (Hudson & Man-

ning, 2019a) shown in Figure 3.7 and generated some simple questions. Similar to many

other VQA datasets, GQA contains scene graph information. As you can see, the figure con-

tains the name of the object along with their attributes, however, unlike CLEVR the type of

attributes is not clear. Fortunately, the approach proposed in this chapter is general enough

to be used for such datasets as well, although depending on the characteristic of the dataset

small modifications in Algorithm 1 might be required. For instance, we can simply put the

extracted uacs in Existential Type template in Table 3.1. Among the yellow-highlighted

attributes in the following example, some of the uacs include “dark pants”, “long-sleeve

shirts”, “metal floor”, and “green tree”. Using Existential Type template the simple ques-

tions such as “is there a metal floor?” can be generated.

There is a limitation in using Query-attribute template in Table 3.1 as the dataset does

not include the type of attributes. A small modification can fix this problem. It is suggested

that hand-crafted lists of common attributes such as color and material are used for looking

up the type of attributes. Having done so, we can use the Query-attribute template to gen-

erate the questions such as “What color is the tree?” or “what material is the floor?” To

summarize, generally speaking, the approach is applicable to synthetic and real-world VQA

datasets, however, the main limitation is that Algorithm 1 should be modified depending on

the structure of datasets and the information they provided.
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Figure 3.7: An example of scene information from GQA dataset.
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Since the questions are artificially created, is it easier for the program generator to

translate them compared to natural questions? While it is true that program generation

may have some issues in a new domain, our assumption is that it remains an easier task

than learning the neural module network. Thus our focus is on improving the learning

of this network. Moreover, experimenting with a different dataset always has the risk of

posing new challenges to a defined method and in our case, a real dataset may introduce

a number of challenges that a synthetic dataset may not. From the program generation

point of view, the vocabulary of the program languages is limited. So it may not be able to

properly transfer all types of human-generated questions to corresponding programs that can

affect reasoning quality. However, Andreas et al. (2016b) and Johnson, Hariharan, van der

Maaten, Hoffman, et al. (2017) showed that such programs can interpret a wide range of

human-created questions.

3.6 Summary

This chapter explores VQA in low data settings motivated by the low performance of VQA

models in the absence of sufficient data. To improve the performance, we propose a data

augmentation method aiming to explicitly inject certain inductive biases. The inductive

biases are based on the inherent compositionality of the questions which allows a complex

question to be decomposed into smaller parts. We utilize this feature to augment the training

set with basic questions where the learning can occur easier. The proposed data augmenta-

tion approach relies solely on the existing training set without seeking help from any other

data resource. The results show that our method outperforms the baseline in all cases by a

large margin.
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In the previous chapter, we highlighted a common VQA datasets feature that causes general-

ization problems in low data scenarios. VQA datasets consist mainly of complex questions

to challenge models’ understanding and reasoning ability. This feature does not normally

cause any problem in the presence of large-scale datasets because the model can learn com-

plex inductive biases by repeatedly seeing a lot of examples. However, in low data scenarios,

understanding complexity from a limited number of examples is difficult. We proposed a

data augmentation solution in Chapter 2 relying on the assumption that simple questions

can facilitate the learning process by bridging the gap between the fundamental concepts

and complex questions. This happens because of two advantages of simple questions: in-

cluding basic concepts and being easy to understand. As a result, we supplement the training

set with simple questions using our proposed data augmentation method.

So far, the reader should know that basic concepts, which are the building blocks of

complex questions, must be understood before a model can grasp the entire question. In

contrast to the previous chapter where we inject the basic concepts into the training set

through simple questions, in this chapter we use the compositional feature of a question to

learn its constituents. These two approaches are orthogonal and they can be employed as

complementary approaches, together making the learning strategy stronger. This chapter
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presents a self-supervised pretraining approach to low data VQA which uses the composi-

tionality of questions to break them down and learn the components one at a time. This stage

aims to prepare the model for learning complex questions during training. Our experiments

show that the proposed pretraining approach significantly outperforms the baselines.

4.1 Introduction

VQA was introduced and has received much attention the last few years due to the remark-

able success of deep vision and language models. Similar to other deep learning approaches,

current VQA models require large-scale datasets. Training VQA models in low data settings

is overshadowed by the excitement associated with large VQA datasets targeting a new task

in the VQA area. However, the unavoidable fact is that not many areas can provide a large

amount of data. A good example is medical tasks in which the amount of data for many

diseases is limited (See (Z. Lin et al., 2022) for examples of VQA application in medical

domain). This thesis focuses on low data VQA and devising solutions for the poor perfor-

mance of current VQA models when not enough data is accessible.

To compensate for the lack of data, we hypothesize that pretraining basic knowledge

helps the model to learn general and powerful biases for comprehending complex ques-

tions. Specifically, we are proposing to use questions’ compositionality inherent in natural

language. Natural language is known to be enormously productive, as it allows for a the-

oretically unlimited number of potential expressions. This productivity comes from the

compositional nature of language. Compositionality, or the capacity to build larger linguis-

tic statements by combining smaller components, is nearly unanimously agreed upon by

linguists (Baroni, 2020). Language compositionality is typically defined by the focus on se-

mantic in the sense that the meaning of a linguistic expression is determined by the meaning

of its constituents and the rules employed to combine them. However, it is more beneficial to

consider a more general notion of compositionality such as its syntactic aspect when study-

ing generalization in neural networks. We use compositionality in its general sense which

encompasses both semantic and syntactic aspects.
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In this chapter, we break down the compositional structure of the questions into smaller

chunks and the model learns the components before trying to understand the entire question.

This idea intuitively makes sense because the distinctive human ability to generalize also

allows learning small things and then using those to understand new complex things (Lake,

Linzen, & Baroni, 2019), e.g., assume a child who has learnt the concepts of red and ball.

It is not surprising that she can effortlessly identify a red ball amongst the blue balls when

first seeing the balls. Similarly, our approach suggests learning the basic components in

a pretraining phase, then the model can be trained on the real training set with complex

questions. In other words, instead of giving complex supervision on the composition, we

are trying to provide cleaner and simpler supervision to the parts to help learn the whole.

For most deep learning applications, a recent trend suggests that well-tailored model

pretraining methods (weakly-supervised, semi-supervised and self-supervised) can dramat-

ically enhance performance on downstream tasks. This has been shown in NLP (Devlin

et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019), Speech Recognition (Schneider, Baevski, Collobert, &

Auli, 2019; Riviere, Joulin, Mazaré, & Dupoux, 2020), and Computer Vision (Mahajan et

al., 2018). The success of such models is based on two main factors: pretraining on mas-

sive datasets, and using the models with billions of parameters, e.g., GPT-3, the language

model in (Brown et al., 2020), has 175 B parameters pretrained on 300B words. Contrary to

this trend, we consider the low data setting for the pretraining phase in addition to training.

Therefore, in our experiments, both phases share the same training set. This is to emphasize

the situation that a limited amount of data is accessible for a certain task. We also want to

investigate how far we can push VQA model performance without using additional data.

The advantage of pretraining has mostly been demonstrated in the scope of datasets

that are originally curated for supervised or weakly supervised learning. Not only are these

datasets limited, they represent only a small portion of the actual distribution of Internet-

scale data. A clever solution to this problem is self-supervised learning in which no labeled

data is required. In other words, the learning algorithm self-labels the raw data on the fly

using a self-made fork to support feature learning. The initial attempts of self-supervised
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training on uncurated data in computer vision could use millions of images. This work uses

a self-supervised technique to learn intermediate representations for sub-questions.

Splitting a question into smaller chunks is implicitly creating sub-questions that are

easier to understand and answer. A complex question, is composed of several sub-questions,

each question is asked based on the answer of the previous, e.g., “what is the size of the red

ball behind the box?” consists of the following sub-questions: “where is the box?” →

“where is the area behind it?” → “where are the balls in that area?” → “which one is

red?” → “what size is it?”. The answers to each of these sub-questions are referred to as

intermediate answers as they serve as stepping stones to the final answer.

If provided, the intermediate answers effectively facilitate learning to answer complex

questions. However, collecting human-provided annotations is very costly. Instead, we pro-

pose to learn the visual representation of the intermediate answers using contrastive learning

as one of the most powerful approaches in self-supervised learning. The main goal of con-

trastive learning is to develop representations that keep similar samples close together in

the embedding space while dissimilar ones are distant. We employ the SimCLR algorithm

(T. Chen, Kornblith, Norouzi, & Hinton, 2020), a contrastive learning framework, in our

experiments to pretrain our model using images from an unlabeled training set. A modular

VQA model is used in the experiments to further investigate the effect of our approach. This

allows us to reflect the compositionality in the model architecture in addition to the input

data. We investigate three versions of a self-supervised approach for pretraining modules

including pretraining single modules, random sequence of modules, and increasing-length

sampled sequence of modules. The model is then fine-tuned on the VQA task and tested on

10K VQA samples. According to the findings, our pretraining method improves the VQA

model’s performance by a significant margin.
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4.2 Problem from Vanishing Gradient Point of View

In modular neural models, a complex question when processed normally leads to a long

chain of modules. When combined, these modules compose a deep network where the van-

ishing gradient problem becomes serious. As defined in (Sussillo & Abbott, 2015) “The

term vanishing gradient refers to the fact that in a feedforward network (FFN) the back-

propagated error signal typically decreases (or increases) exponentially as a function of the

distance from the final layer”. We hypothesized that, due to the vanishing gradient problem,

the back-propagated signal would gradually weaken as it flows back toward the beginning

of a module chain. This implies that the modules at the initial positions of the chains cannot

benefit from the gradient signal for learning.

One possibility is that a module receives different strength error signals during training,

and stronger gradients compensate for weaker ones. This idea originates in the assumption

that the positions of the modules in programs are not static, and change depending on the

question. As a result, a module that is located at the initial positions of the program may

appear in later positions in other samples. Consequently, when it appears closer to the end

of the program, a module receives a stronger learning signal. This interpretation is not nec-

essarily true as the likelihood of a modules’ appearance in positions of a program is not

uniform. Our ablation experiments show that certain modules are more likely to appear at

the initial positions (see Section 2.3). The modules tend to appear at the initial modules often

receive weak feedback for learning effective visual representation. To alleviate this issue,

we propose to shorten the chain by breaking down the questions based on their composi-

tional feature. Different approaches have been studied and applied to train deep networks to

address vanishing gradients, ranging from pretraining (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006), ran-

dom initialization scaling (Glorot & Bengio, 2010; Sussillo & Abbott, 2015), to employing

specific architectures (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), and optimization methods (Martens, 2010).

Our solution for this problem is a self-supervised pretraining approach described in the next

sections.
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4.3 Related Work

4.3.1 Transfer Learning

Transfer learning seeks to improve a target learners’ performance on target domains by

transferring information from various but related source domains. In this approach, the

reliance on a large amount of target-domain data for training target learners may be mini-

mized. Transfer learning has become a prominent and promising field in machine learning

due to its broad application possibilities. It studies how a large and general source dataset

can be used to enhance performance on down stream activities (Raina et al., 2007; Quat-

toni, Collins, & Darrell, 2008; Bengio, 2012; Devlin et al., 2019; K. He, Fan, Wu, Xie, &

Girshick, 2020). This chapter employs a typical technique in transfer learning where model

weights pretrained on source data are used to initialize training in the target task (Yosinski,

Clune, Bengio, & Lipson, 2014) with the difference that the same set of data is used in both

stages. The resulting model performance is generally attributed to the size of the source

dataset and the degree of similarity of the source and target data (Raghu, Zhang, Kleinberg,

& Bengio, 2019; Neumann, Pinto, Zhai, & Houlsby, 2019).

A fundamental challenge in this field is heterogeneous transfer learning where the aim

is to obtain high performance on target data when it is not similar to the source data (Day

& Khoshgoftaar, 2017). As a solution to this challenge, Puigcerver et al. (2021) propose

to first pretrain a base model on the upstream data and then create multiple expert models

each trained on a different subset of labels, and finally using the target data to select the best

expert model for fine-tuning. Similarly, Ngiam et al. (2018) score the significance of source

data using the target data.

4.3.2 Self-supervised Pretraining

Self-supervised learning is a type of unsupervised learning that acquires the intrinsic prop-

erties of data without requiring human-annotated labels (Doersch & Zisserman, 2017; Do-
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ersch, Gupta, & Efros, 2015; Gidaris, Singh, & Komodakis, 2018). In this work, we use

contrastive learning (K. He et al., 2020; Z. Wu, Xiong, Yu, & Lin, 2018), a form of self-

supervised pretraining which trains a network by predicting whether two input images are

the visually augmented versions of the same original image. Contrastive learning has shown

better results than supervised pretraining on a number of tasks (T. Chen, Kornblith, Swersky,

Norouzi, & Hinton, 2020; K. He et al., 2020), leading to increased use in many applications

such as vision tasks (X. Chen, Fan, Girshick, & He, 2020; Reed et al., 2021) and NLP tasks

(Pfeiffer et al., 2020; Gururangan et al., 2020). In this work, we use the SimCLR algo-

rithm which is a contrastive-based algorithm in pretraining (T. Chen, Kornblith, Norouzi, &

Hinton, 2020). Let us explore this algorithm in more detail.

Contrastive Learning Contrastive learning tries to bring similar samples closer together

while keeping different samples apart. Human learning patterns provide the primary incen-

tive for contrastive learning. Humans are capable of recognizing items without recalling

all of the information. For example, we can quickly recognize a table in an image based

on its color, form, and other characteristics. In a nutshell, we develop mental representa-

tions of new items which we subsequently utilize to recognize them. The primary goals of

self-supervised and contrastive learning are to build and generalize these representations,

respectively. A key component of a contrastive learning algorithm is the contrastive loss

function. The following paragraph gives a clear view of this loss function.

Contrastive Loss Contrastive loss (Chopra et al. 2005) was one of the first training objec-

tives employed in contrastive deep metric learning. Let yi ∈ {1, ..., L} be the corresponding

labels of input samples xi among L classes. The goal is to learn a function fθ(.) : X → Rd

that encodes xi such that the embedding vector of the samples from the same class have

close similar embeddings and those from a different class have different embedding. There-

fore, a contrastive loss inputs a pair of samples (xi, xj) and minimize the distance when

they share the same class, and maximizes it otherwise. Although the early versions of con-

trastive loss were formulated to take only one positive and one negative sample as inputs,
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the recent trend suggests objective functions involving multiple positive and negative pairs.

Equation 4.1 shows a simple form of contrastive loss with two input samples where ϵ is a

hyperparameter defining the lower bound distance between samples of different classes.

Lcont(xi, xj, θ) = 1[yi = yj]||fθ(xi)||22 + 1[yi ̸= yj]max(0, ϵ− ||fθ(xi)||2)2 (4.1)

SimCLR SimCLR uses a contrastive loss to maximize agreement between the represen-

tations of two transformed views of the same sample. To produce the correlated views of a

sample, a data augmentation module transforms a given data example by simple augmenta-

tion techniques such as cropping and Gaussian blur. The augmented data examples are then

fed to an encoder that extracts the representations vectors, and finally a small neural network

projects representations to a space where contrastive loss is applied.

4.3.3 Self-supervised Pretraining in VQA

Pretraining has proven to make significant improvements in many visual-textual tasks. ViL-

BERT Lu et al. (2019) extends BERT to a multimodal architecture and uses a self-supervised

learning approach to pretrain their model on some multimodal auxiliary tasks in analogy to

the standard BERT approach. For example masked multimodal modeling where the model is

asked to reconstruct the masked words of input text or regions of the input image. Another

concurrent work with ViLBERT is (Sun, Myers, et al., 2019) which derives self-supervised

tasks from cooking videos paired with text and uses a unified BERT model for both visual

and textual modalities. Similar to the mentioned studies, Tan and Bansal (2019) focuses on

learning alignment and relationships between the two modalities and pretrain their large-

scale transformer model on five different tasks such as masked language modeling, masked

object prediction, and cross-modality matching. A similar study is presented in (L. H. Li et

al., 2019). Unlike these works, we use an image-based self-supervised approach to pretrain

neural modules in our model.
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4.3.4 Image Transformation Techniques

The earliest studies show the success of data augmentation roots in simple transformations

such as random cropping and horizontal flipping. More complicated strategies were intro-

duced in further investigations e.g., based on neural networks and GAN models. In this

section, we briefly explore different techniques of image transformation which are used to

generate augmented versions of an image in many self-supervised approaches.

Geometric Transformations

Geometric transformations cover a large number of transformations that manipulate a basic

image and are easy to implement. These techniques are typically described in the context

of the safety of an application, in that using them as data augmentation methods preserves

the label post-transformation (Cubuk, Zoph, Mane, Vasudevan, & Le, 2019). For instance,

in a cat-versus-dog classification task, flipping or rotation does not change the label while

these augmentation techniques are not safe in digit classification e.g., a 180-degree rotation

can turn 6 to 9. As this example suggests, the safety of a transformation is domain/task

dependent and important to consider. As at some distortion magnitude every transformation

may result in changing the label, a data-specific design of augmentation may be needed

for many problems. We discuss safety notions in our VQA problem in the next sections

and explain how we select a safe set of augmentation techniques for the task at hand. In

this work, we mainly use geometric transformations described below for the sake of easy

designing of safety criteria.

• Flipping is one of the easiest augmentations to implement and has shown to be ef-

fective on datasets such as ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky,

Nair, & Hinton, 2010), while on digit and text recognition datasets such as MNIST (Lecun

& Cortes, 2010) it is not label preserving. Horizontal flipping is more common than

vertical flipping.

• Cropping can be done by cropping a central region of each image, especially for
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mixed height and width dimension images. Random cropping can be used as a simple

transformation that may not preserve the label depending on the reduction threshold.

• Rotating is done by rotating the image left or right with a degree between 1 and 359.

The safety of rotation is specified by the degree parameter. In this work, we carefully

determine the degree of rotation in order to preserve the label.

• Noise Injection consists of introducing a matrix of random values to the image (Moreno-

Barea, Strazzera, Jerez, Urda, & Franco, 2018). The matrix is usually derived from

Gaussian distribution. This technique helps CNN-based models learn robust represen-

tations of images.

4.4 Invariance Set

Unlike computer vision tasks, in VQA not any transformation type can be applied to the

image when creating a transformed version of it. The reason is that the correct relationship

between question, image, and answer in an example that must be preserved over transforma-

tion. A simple geometric transformation such as horizontal flip does not cause any problem

in an image classification or segmentation task, while it may do so in a VQA task. Consider

the example in Figure 4.1 where the question is “what is the color of the ball to the left of

the blue metal box?” Here the target object is the small purple sphere between the cube and

the two cylinders and thus the answer is “purple”. A horizontal flip on the image results in

the image shown at the top left side of Figure 4.1 and causes the target object to be either the

small brown sphere or the large red sphere when grounding the question on the transformed

image. Therefore, the answer to the questions would be different from the true answer or as

in this example, the questions will be ambiguous.

To avoid such problems, we create a set of valid transformations for each unique mod-

ule in the reasoning chain. Recall that a module is a neural network implementing a reason-

ing step. A transformation is valid for a module if the module is invariant to that transforma-

tion. This means that if the transformation is applied on the input image, e.g., flipping the
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Figure 4.1: The target object and thus the answer do not change by vertical transformation
which means the questions is invariant to the vertical transformation, while they change
when applying horizontal translation on the original image.

image, the output of the module will not change. To formulate it, let m be the module, t the

transformation function, and x the image. Transformation invariance can be mathematically

expressed as m(t(x)) = m(x). A module invariance set IVm includes all the transforma-

tions to which the module m is invariant; i.e., IVm = {t|m(t(.)) = m(.)}. The invariance

set of each module may be different from that of the other modules. We manually create the

invariant set for all modules from a set of transformations.

To produce the answer to it, a question is first translated to a reasoning chain which

is a sequence of modules. A transformation is valid for a sequence if all modules involved

in the sequence are invariant to it. We make the invariant set of a sequence by taking the

intersection of the invariant sets of all modules in the sequence. More formally, IVs =⋂n
m=1 IVm where s is a sequence of modules representing the reasoning chain and n is the

number of modules in the sequence.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of our self-supervised pretraining framework.

4.5 Self-supervised Pretraining

In this section, we present our method of self-supervised pretraining in two levels: first, as

a general method that relies on the compositional nature of questions and is applicable to

any VQA model, and second as a more specific method that takes advantage of architectural

features of modular VQA models.

4.5.1 Using Questions’ Compositionality

We use the contrastive learning framework proposed in (T. Chen, Kornblith, Norouzi, &

Hinton, 2020) instructing the VQA model to learn effective visual representations of the

images by maximizing the agreement between the images and their transformed versions.

The framework consists of four components:

• A data augmentation unit that transforms the input image x and produces two aug-
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mented views of the image denoted x̃i and x̃j . As mentioned earlier a random augmen-

tation technique may not maintain the correct relationship between questions, images,

and answers. In this work, we propose to create a list of valid augmentation methods

for each input question (see Section 4.4 for more details). Selecting an augmentation

method from the valid transformation list results in a positive pair where their learned

representations are expected to be close in the embedding space.

• A VQA model that encodes the augmented images into representation vectors. This

framework allows using different choices of VQA models with no architectural con-

straint. The output of the penultimate layer (the last layer before classification layer)

in a VQA model can be used to obtain , hi = V QA(x̃i) where hi ∈ Rd is the repre-

sentation of x̃i.

• A projection head which is a small neural network that maps the representations hi

and hj to the space of contrastive loss function resulting in zi and zj . An MLP with

one hidden layer is used as the projection head.

• A contrastive loss function as:

li,j = − log
exp(sim(zi, zj)/τ)∑2N

k=1 1[k ̸=i] exp(sim(zi, zk)/τ)

where N is the number of samples and sim indicates a function that measures the similarity

of two samples. At this stage, the VQA model can be of any kind, with no architectural

constraints. The inputs to the framework are transformed images and subquestions as shown

in Figure 4.2.

The typical inputs to a VQA model are a question and an image, however, toward

the goal of learning the basic concepts, we input sub-questions to the model instead of

full questions. To create sub-questions, one can simply feed the question to a syntactic

parser and generate the question syntax tree. Each noun phrase (NP) or adjective phrase

(AP) in the syntax tree is a potential sub-question when placed in simple templates such as
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“where is [ADJP]” and “what is [NP]”. Given a sub-question and an image, a VQA model

is pretrained using the contrastive learning framework. The augmentation unit transforms

the image and the model learns a similar representation for the image and its transformed

version.

4.5.2 Using Model Modularity

Modular VQA models are made up of a series of small neural network components. Mod-

ules are basically independent and may appear anywhere in the combination. However, to

produce the answer to a question, they are combined according to a layout guided by the

question, and form a sequence to process the input image. Therefore, the compositional-

ity of the model allows the structure of a question to be explicitly reflected in the model’s

architecture. We utilize this property to expand the idea of pretraining by sub-questions to

pretraining by sub-models. Let us define sub-models as shorter sequences of modules that

mirror sub-questions in the model’s architecture. Sub-models are supposed to learn basic

concepts of complex questions faster because i) need to understand only a limited num-

ber of concepts such as the color of red or the shape of large, and ii) modules in a shorter

sequence received stronger learning signals. We investigate pretraining three variations of

module sequences: an individual module, a random sequence, and a sampled sequence of

modules. More details are provided in the next sections.

Pretraining Individual Modules Pretraining the modules individually seems a trivial so-

lution to the lack of data and can also provide strong feedback to the network due to the

short distance between the network and loss function. For this, we pretrain a module by

randomly picking it from a module pool and placing it as a VQA model in the contrastive

framework. The module is individually pretrained on a batch of random images for a certain

number of epochs. A single module is equivalent to a basic sub-question which asks about

a single property, e.g., “where the color is red in the image?” In our setting the input to a

module sequence is images only, so we disregard questions at this stage.
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Pretraining Random Sequences of Modules Modules as the basic building blocks of

a compositional VQA model can be trained independently, however, when combined they

learn to interact by tuning their parameters and cooperate to achieve the objective which

is predicting the answer. Putting them into a sequence provides a setting for a model to

learn how to interact with other modules. Given a length, we randomly select modules and

combine them to create a sequence with the specified length. A simple scheduler controls

the length starting from short lengths while gradually increasing it. Similar to pretraining

individual modules, the selected sequence is placed in the framework and pretrained on a

random batch of images. The augmentation unit assures that the transformation technique

is valid for all the modules in the sequence.

Pretraining Sampled Sequences of Modules As a meaningful sentence in a natural lan-

guage is not created by putting random words together, a module sequence, which aims to

mirror a question structure into the model architecture, contains an inherent notion of order.

It is very likely that randomly creating sequences of modules does not follow the true distri-

butions of the modules. To highlight the sequentiality in modules orders, we select a random

question and create its corresponding module sequence. However, since a complex question

usually results in a long sequence, the problem of a weak learning signal resurfaces here.

We use a similar length scheduler, as that described before, to cut the head of the module se-

quence according to the specified length and ignore the tail, e.g., we keep the first ℓ modules

in the sequence where the determined length is ℓ. The pretraining algorithm then follows

a similar process to a random sequence. Algorithm 2 summarizes the above-mentioned

procedure of pretraining a sampled sequence of modules.

4.6 Experiments

Dataset We use the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al.,

2017) for training. It provides a training set with 70k images, ∼ 700k (image, question,

answer) tuples. The answers come from 28 classes including eight colors, two sizes, three
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Algorithm 2 Pretraining Sampled Sequence of Modules

1: G: program generator
2: C: curriculum of sequence length increasing gradually
3: I: Image set used as the training set in contrastive pretraining
4: SimCLR: self-supervised contrastive learning framework
5: procedure PRETRAIN-SAMPLED-SEQUENCE

6: while not done do
7: sampled-sequence = G.sample()
8: for len ∈ C do
9: sub-sequence = sample-program[0:len]

10: model = combine-modules(sub-sequence)
11: model = load-pretrained-weights(model)
12: valid-transforms = get-valid-transforms(sub-sequence)
13: augmented-I = transform( I, valid-transforms)
14: SimCLR.train(model, augmented-I)
15: end for
16: end while
17: end procedure

shapes, two materials and 11 numbers as well as yes and no. The val split contains∼ 150k

questions and 15k unique images. We conducted our evaluation on 10k samples from this

set.

4.6.1 Setup

To simulate low-data scenarios, we select five subsets from the training set with various

sizes to investigate the effect of training data size. These subsets are referred as s-CLEVRx

where x ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 30} denotes the size of the subset in terms of the percentage of the

full training set i.e., s-CLEVR20 contains∼140k training examples which is 20% of training

set size. We only use the images that participate in the subset for pretraining when training

on s-CLEVRx. The experiments are conducted in two stages: self-supervised pretrain-

ing and training. The first stage includes sampling a single or a sequence of modules and

pretraining it using the self-supervised algorithm. In the case of sequences of modules, we

determine the invariant set of transformations for the sequence according to which the valid

transformations are applied to the input images. The images are selected from s-CLEVRx

depending on the subset currently under experiment. In the second stage, we initialize the
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execution engine E weights with pretrained module weights and fine-tune on the given sub-

set. A module weight may be initialized randomly if the module was not sampled during

the pretraining stage. Finally, we evaluate the model in ∼10k examples from CLEVR val

and compare the results with the baseline described later. The model requires extracting the

augmented image features for the pretraining stage and the original images for the train-

ing stage. We use the output of conv4 of ResNet-101 (K. He et al., 2016) pretrained on

ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) as the features in both stages.

Baselines We use the execution engine E to assess our proposed pretraining approach on

VQA performance in comparison to some baselines. We use vanilla training of the execution

engine in s-CLEVRx subsets as the first baseline where the model is trained from scratch and

the weights are randomly initialized. Furthermore, we consider each method of pretraining

as a basis of comparison for the other two methods, i.e., pretraining single modules Presingle

can be seen as a baseline for a random sequence Prerand and sampled sequence of modules

Presamp.

4.6.2 Results and Discussion

5% 10% 15% 20% 30%

V anilla 46.91± 0.52 49.90± 0.37 52.32± 0.30 54.24± 0.26 87.70± 0.14

Presingle 50.47± 0.52 61.59± 0.36 79.83± 0.24 85.66± 0.18 89.05± 0.13

Prerand 50.03± 0.52 55.27± 0.37 71.31± 0.27 83.79± 0.19 88.18± 0.14

Presamp 49.91± 0.52 53.92± 0.37 60.93± 0.29 80.30± 0.21 87.67± 0.14

Table 4.1: The accuracy on CLEVR val split for different methods of pretraining and
different training set. Best accuracy for each training set is shown in bold font. Error bars
give 95% confidence bound for estimated accuracy from training.

Table 4.1 shows the experimental results evaluating the VQA model when the model

parameters are initialized with pretrained weights and then fine-tuned. Each row of the ta-

ble shows the accuracy of a module selection method in the pretraining stage on different

training sets except for the vanilla row which does not contain any pretraining. The header
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row indicates the subset of data that is used for both pretraining and fine-tuning stages. As

can be seen from the table, pretraining improves the VQA performance in almost all cases at

no cost of using additional data. All the reported accuracy scores are statistically significant

compared to the vanilla baseline except the Prerand and Presamp results of s-CLEVR30 that

are close to the baseline performance. Prerand pretraining of s-CLEVR30 shows a slight

improvement ∼ 0.5% in accuracy while the result of Presamp is 0.03% less than that of the

vanilla baseline which can be statistically considered insignificant. Among different meth-

ods, single module pretraining shows consistent improvements higher than others. Closer

inspection of the table shows that the best result has been obtained by the Presingle selec-

tion method on s-CLEVR20 where the accuracy improves by 31.42 scores compared to the

vanilla baseline.

As explained in Section 2.2.6, the impressive effects of fine-tuning pretrained models

for downstream tasks have been shown by many recent studies. Contrary to those works

that use a massive amount of data for pretraining, this study is designed to determine how

far self-supervised pretraining can push the performance in low data settings using only

limited data for both pretraining and fine-tuning. Our findings also confirm that pretraining

is significantly helpful in enhancing the performance even when a limited amount of data is

available, and even if the same set of data is used for both pretraining and fine-tuning.

Single module pretraining versus sequence pretraining

Surprisingly, the results of Table 4.1 reveals that pretraining single modules i.e., Presingle

outperforms the methods of pretraining sequences of modules i.e., Prerand and Presample.

We expected that, during pretraining sequences, modules learn how to interact between

themselves and hence work better at the finetuning stage. However, our findings suggest

that even pretraining random sequences yield higher performance than sampled sequences

of modules. A simple explanation for this might be that single module pretraining focuses

on a specific module, allowing the module to learn better visual representations compared to

sequence pretraining. Another possible explanation might be that in a sequence of modules,
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Figure 4.3: The output of a module such as filter-color[red] is assumed to provide
appropriate information for a hypothetical binary classifier that aims to determine if the mod-
ule has fulfilled its duty e.g., if the red color exists in the image. However, such assumption
seems to oversimplify the problem considering that a module output needs to represent not
only the existence of an attribute such as red color but also its spatial positions in the image.

error may propagate and be reinforced through the sequence that eventually reduces the

effect of knowledge gained by pretraining.

We hypothesize that such an error may have its root in our underlying assumptions

for selecting transformation methods during pretraining. As shown in Figure 4.3, we as-

sumed that, given an image a module should represent it in a way that a binary classi-

fier can predict whether the module fulfilled its duty or not. For example, the module

filter-color[red] aims to filter and represent red objects in the image. Therefore,

the output of this module should provide enough information to a binary classifier deter-

mining whether a red object exists in the image. Based on such an assumption, we create

a list of valid transformations for each module and produce the augmented images during

pretraining. Table 4.2 shows the list of transformations we consider valid for every module

at the pretraining stage.

However, such an assumption seems to oversimplify the problem because in practice

modules produce an attention matrix over the image to represent the desired objects accord-

ing to their specific task. By definition, an attention matrix focuses on important areas of

an image which means the spatial position is a critical aspect that causes all modules to

be sensitive to spatial differences. The SimCLR contrastive algorithm that is used in our

pretraining aims a module to learn a similar representation for an image and its augmented

version. Now, consider the module filter-color[red] is asked to represent an image
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Module Invariance Set (Valid Transformations)

Filter-color vertical-flip, horizontal-flip, rotation(30), colorjitter, affine, perspective, zoom-out, blur

Filter-materil vertical-flip, horizontal-flip, rotation(30), colorjitter, grayscale, affine, perspective, zoom-out

Relate[left/right] vertical-flip, colorjitter, grayscale, affine, perspective, zoom-out, blur

Relate[behind/front] horizontal-flip, colorjitter, grayscale, perspective, zoom-out, blur

Other
vertical-flip, horizontal-flip, rotation(30), colorjitter, grayscale, affine, perspective, zoom-out,

blur

Table 4.2: The invariance set for each module shows the valid image transformation that
is used in SimCLR, a contrastive learning algorithm, during pretraining stage. The last
row contains all other modules that share similar transformation methods including count,
equal-color, equal-integer, equal-material, equal-shape, equal-size, exist,
filter-shape[cube/cylinder/sphere], filter-size[small/large], greater-than,
intersect, less-than, query-color, query-material, query-shape, query-size,
same-color, same-material, same-shape, same-size, scene, union, and unique.

and its vertically flipped version similarly resulting in discarding the spatial features of red

objects in the image. Such representation with limited spatial information fails to convey

the appropriate features required for other modules like relate[right].

How generalizable and scalable is the proposed method in this chapter if we have a

realistic dataset? In this chapter we propose a two-part method for self-supervised pre-

training. The first part is based on a question’s compositionality which is a more general

method and applicable to any VQA model and the second part uses a model’s modularity

which is limited to neural module networks. Since modular networks are a specific type of

generic neural network, we only use the question’s compositionality to investigate how this

method is applicable to a realistic dataset. For this, we picked a random question from GQA

dataset and used Stanford unlexicalized PCFG parser (Klein & Manning, 2002) 1 to parse

the questions as follows. The input question is “is there any surfboard to the right of the man

the people are standing by?” and the resulted parse tree is shown in Figure 4.4. To generate

sub-questions using the question’s compositionality according to Section 4.5.1. Let’s pick

samples of NPs from the above parse tree, for instance, “the man” or “any surfboard”. Hav-

1http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/
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Figure 4.4: An example of parse tree for question “is there any surfboard to the right of the
man the people are standing by?” from GQA dataset.

ing the NPs, we can simply create simple questions such as “where is the man?”, “where is

any surfboard?”.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated the self-supervised pretraining approach to address the prob-

lem of poor performance of low data VQA. We proposed a novel idea which used question

compositionality to learn intermediate visual representations for answering questions. In-

termediate representations can be viewed as the answers to the sub-questions of a target

question allowing the model to answer complex questions by learning to answer the smaller

sub-questions. We employed a contrastive algorithm to pretrain the modules of a composi-

tional VQA model and fine-tune the pretrained parameters to answer given questions. Using

contrastive learning encourages the model to learn a similar representation for an image and

a transformed version of it where we carefully select the valid transformation methods for

every VQA example. We experimented with pretraining single modules, a random sequence

of modules, and a sampled sequence of modules. According to the experimental results, our
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proposed pretraining method significantly outperforms the baseline performance in almost

all cases. This confirms that pretraining even with limited data, can enhance performance.
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5 | Curriculum Learning for learning Basic Concepts

as a Foundation for Answering Complex Ques-

tions

VQA models, particularly modular ones, are commonly trained on large-scale datasets to

achieve state of the art performance. However, such datasets are sometimes not available.

Further, it has been shown that training these models on small datasets significantly reduces

their accuracy. In this chapter, we propose a curriculum-based learning (CL) regime to in-

crease the accuracy of VQA models trained on small datasets. Specifically, we offer three

criteria to rank the samples in these datasets, and propose a training strategy for each crite-

rion. Our results show that, for small datasets, our CL approach yields more accurate results

than those obtained when training with no curriculum.

5.1 Introduction

VQA models are commonly trained on large-scale datasets to achieve state of the art per-

formance (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al., 2017; Antol et al., 2015;

Hudson & Manning, 2019a). Modular VQA models, in particular, require large data sets for

training. These models dynamically combine a number of neural networks according to a

pre-specified layout (Andreas et al., 2016b; Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman,
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et al., 2017; L. Yu et al., 2018) to form a new larger network that produces an answer to

an input question. The layout, or program, is generated for each question on the fly. As a

consequence, the architecture of the resulting network varies according to the program.

Combining neural networks often leads to a wide and deep network. Training such

a large-sized network with a varying architecture calls for a massive amount of labeled

data, which is either expensive or very limited in many realistic settings. With insufficient

data, a large and complex network can perform unsuccessfully. An example of this is our

experience in training the VQA model in (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman,

et al., 2017) with only 20% of the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten,

Fei-Fei, et al., 2017). Our results showed only 55.24% accuracy compared to the accuracy

of 96.90% on the full dataset reported in the original paper. Motivated by this experience,

the work presented in this chapter studies VQA in low data scenarios, and sheds light on the

performance of the current modular VQA models under data scarcity conditions. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate VQA models in a low-data regime.

Many approaches have been investigated to improve the performance of deep learn-

ing models when trained on limited data, ranging from data augmentations (X. Zhang et

al., 2019) and pre-training (Erhan et al., 2010) to semi-supervised learning (Kingma et al.,

2014) and transfer learning (Raina et al., 2007). However, these works mostly deal with the

scarcity of labeled data by obtaining help from available unlabeled data, or by transferring

knowledge from similar domains. Unlike these, our goal is to train a modular VQA model

from scratch using only a small amount of labeled data without using any other resources.

This is basically because we aim to investigate our approach in isolation and see how far it

can improve the system’s performance.

Specifically, we take a curriculum learning (CL) approach to tackle the problem of

VQA models’ low performance under low data conditions. CL was introduced as a method

to supervise the order in which data examples are exposed to the model (Bengio, Louradour,

Collobert, & Weston, 2009). Our hope is to maximize the usage of training samples by

performing supervision on the order of training data fed into the model.
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The underlying idea of CL is to start learning from easy examples, and gradually con-

sider harder ones, rather than using examples in a random sequence. To rank training ex-

amples from easy to hard, CL must define the concepts of easy and hard examples. Such

ranking is a key challenge in CL. Many of the ranking criteria introduced in the CL litera-

ture are problem-specific heuristics (C. Liu, He, Liu, & Zhao, 2018) or automated measures

based on model performance (Hacohen & Weinshall, 2019). In this work, we propose and

analyze the performance of three ranking criteria: (1) a length-based criterion, which con-

siders longer questions to be more complex than shorter questions, and ranks the examples

in increasing order of their program length; (2) a criterion based on an answer hierarchy,

which organizes all possible answers from coarse to fine; and (3) a criterion that relies on

model loss for deciding the difficulty level of the examples and ranking them accordingly.

In addition to the ranking heuristics, in Section 5.4, we suggest a CL training strategy

for each criterion. We also argue that under CL training in low data regimes, a model is

very susceptible to overfitting and poor generalization. Employing a regularizer is critical

to prevent the model from becoming over-confident on the training data. We demonstrate

that the proposed training strategies, when coupled with L2-norm regularization, lead to a

significant improvement in performance, in some cases over 30% increase in accuracy.

We apply our approach to the model proposed in (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten,

Hoffman, et al., 2017) as a modular VQA model. The model originally consists of two main

components: (1) a program generator that takes a question and generates a program; and

(2) an execution engine that combines neural modules according to the program in order to

create a network to produce an answer from the input image. Johnson, Hariharan, van der

Maaten, Hoffman, et al. (2017) demonstrate that the program generator can produce accept-

able programs by only training on a small fraction of all possible programs (≤ 4%). Thus,

we focus on training the execution engine in a low-data setting and use ground-truth pro-

grams as input to the execution engine. To simulate a low data regime, we use four randomly

chosen small subsets of the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei,

et al., 2017) for training. Our results show that our CL approach yields more accurate results
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than those obtained when training with no curriculum.

5.2 Background

Visual question answering is the task of inferring the answer by reasoning on the in-

put question and image. Most of the current approaches map question-image pairs into a

cross-modal common embedding space. A question is usually treated holistically in such

approaches; thus, the reasoning process is hard to explain (Tan & Bansal, 2019; Lu et al.,

2019; Selvaraju et al., 2020).

In contrast, modular approaches perform visual reasoning by semantically parsing the

question and generating a reasoning chain called a program (Andreas et al., 2016b; Johnson,

Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman, et al., 2017). The program represents the reasoning

steps required for answering the question in the form of a layout for the modules. The al-

gorithm then combines the modules according to the program. Modules are small neural

networks treated as single-task functions that are combined into a larger network to accom-

plish a complex job. The resulting network is executed on the input image to predict the

answer.

Modular approaches naturally have a strong potential for interpretability. Hu et al.

(2018) showed that human evaluators can more clearly understand their modular VQA

model compared to a non-modular model (Hudson & Manning, 2018). Due to this feature,

we are interested in studying modular models.

Similar to other VQA models, modular approaches call for a large amount of annotated

data for both the semantic parser (program generator) and the executor. This issue has led to

recent studies on sample-efficient training strategies, ranging from multi-task learning (Hu

et al., 2018) and active learning (Misra et al., 2018) to disentangling reasoning from vision

and language understanding (Yi et al., 2018). For instance, Misra et al. (2018) propose an

agent that, instead of operating on the training set, interactively learns by asking questions.

Regarding the simulated low data setting in our work, efficiently use of training data be-
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Easy Q: There is an
object that is both right
of the yellow rubber ob-
ject and behind the large
brown thing; what is its
color? A: Cyan

Medium Q: What
number of large ob-
jects are cyan metallic
spheres or yellow
spheres? A: 0

Hard Q: What size is
the metal block right of
the brown metal thing
right of the blue thing in
front of the small blue
rubber thing? A: Large

(A) Easy Question (B) Medium Question (C) Hard Question

Figure 5.1: Examples of easy, medium and hard questions according to their H scores. The
proposed heuristics do not always agree. According to the length-based heuristic, example
A is harder than example B due to its longer question.

comes extremely important. We employ curriculum learning in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4

as a method of making best use of limited available data where a model can establish its un-

derstanding on simple concepts and gradually develop that understanding by seeing harder

examples over training.

5.3 Curriculum Heuristics for VQA

Studies introduce various heuristics for measuring the hardness of examples. Some heuris-

tics define hardness based on human judgment, in the sense that an example can be challeng-

ing for a machine if a human finds it difficult. Such criteria take features of examples into

consideration such as word frequency and sentence length for texts (Spitkovsky, Alshawi, &

Jurafsky, 2010; Platanios, Stretcu, Neubig, Poczos, & Mitchell, 2019; C. Liu et al., 2018)

and shape complexity for images (Bengio et al., 2009; Duan et al., 2020). The ordering of

examples provided by these heuristics is task-dependent and does not change during train-

ing. In contrast, more general criteria determine the ordering of examples by incorporating

the machine’s response, e.g., a teacher network supervises the learning process (Hacohen

& Weinshall, 2019) or the progress of a model is taken into account (M. Kumar, Packer,
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& Koller, 2010; Sachan & Xing, 2016; Zhou, Wang, & Bilmes, 2021). In this study, we

explore the heuristics described in the remainder of this section.

5.3.1 Curriculum by Program Length

An intuitive measure of hardness for a VQA task is based on question length, i.e., longer

questions are more complex to be understood and answered than shorter ones. This assump-

tion has its root in the observation that a longer question generally involves understanding a

larger number of objects and relations. We consider the length of the program corresponding

to a question as an indicator of question length.

Under the program length curriculum, the network is fed with easy-to-hard ranked

examples starting from shorter programs and gradually increasing programs’ length.

5.3.2 Curriculum by Answer Hierarchy

Investigating the learning process of E while training with IID data batching, we hypothe-

sized the model’s implicit curriculum to be as follows: the model quickly learns to correctly

predict the type of the answers, e.g., color, size or digit. However, the more distinct the val-

ues each type includes, the longer it takes for the model to distinguish them. For instance,

the model needs a longer time to distinguish between eight different color values compared

to large and small as the values of size. We also assume that the model struggles to iden-

tify visual features that are hard to detect, regardless of the number of distinct values, e.g.,

whether the material of an object is metal or rubber.

Motivated by the above observations, we define another measure based on a hand-

crafted answer hierarchy in order to shift the focus from questions to answers. The higher

level in the hierarchy includes a coarser categorization of each answer type, and the answer

types are vertically extended downward to finer classes of types. In other words, the direct

link between an answer type and its values is interleaved with intermediate levels of abstrac-

tion, e.g., digit at a lower level is divided into three groups, such as ’0’, ’1’ and many. This
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classification splits into finer groups toward the bottom of the path.

Figure 5.2: A schematic view of the answer hierarchy used as the base of a curriculum.
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The answer hierarchy, shown in Figure 5.2, classifies the answers at different hierar-

chical levels. Specifically, we defined intermediate levels between answer types and their

values. The intermediate levels are employed as the higher level pseudo answers to the

questions. According to the curriculum, the algorithm maps the true answer to the higher

levels pseudo answers in order to gradually guide the predicted answers from a coarse level

to a more specific one. When the scheduler decides to update the curriculum, several nodes

are expanded to the next level, i.e., the model is exposed to the finer level of an answer

type. We do not force the curriculum to simultaneously expand all of the nodes that are at

a similar level of the hierarchy. Instead, we assign a number to every node that determines

the expansion time in terms of curriculum update round. Specifically, a node is expanded

when the count of the curriculum update is matched with its assigned number. For instance,

the node size is expanded to its children small and large in the second round of curriculum

update if number 2 is assigned to the node size. This provides a degree of freedom for the

algorithm to gradually learn the answers. Although we statically specify these numbers in

our algorithm, they can be implemented as learnable parameters, which we leave to future

work. Learning expansion times helps the model move the curriculum further at its pace.

5.3.3 Curriculum by Hard Examples

The intuition behind this heuristic is to focus training on the hard examples where the learner

does not perform well and consequently the loss is high. The notion of hardness is consid-

ered dynamic, as a hard problem tends to be deemed easier while it is being understood.

Following Zhou et al. (2020), we employ a dynamic hardness criterion based on the run-

ning average of instantaneous hardness, which is defined as the loss difference between two

consecutive training iterations.

Let (xi, pi) be the ith image-program pair as a training example with the ground truth

answer ai. The instantaneous hardness rt(i) of (xi, pi) at time-step t is defined as follows:

rt(i) = |ℓt(ai − E(xi, pi;wt))− ℓt−1(ai − E(xi, pi;wt−1))| (5.1)
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Hardness level Epoch

1 10 25 50 75 98

Easy 0.89907262 0.80573033 1.15928526 0.93015788 1.15813931 1.12112416

Medium 5.49240219 1.87198794 2.31205007 1.40253631 1.33270774 1.26686139

Hard 11.77809829 3.56507419 1.74276955 1.0956815 0.94307758 1.39973173

Table 5.1: Hardness scores at different epochs. The hardness scores decrease as training
progresses.

where t represents training epochs.

The hardness score of an example is obtained by recursively computing a running av-

erage over instantaneous hardness, which reflects the dynamics of hardness,

Ht+1(i)=

γ × rt(i) + (1− γ)×Ht(i) if i ∈ St

Ht(i) else
(5.2)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor, and St ⊆ {(x1, p1), ..., (xN , pN)} is a subset of the

training set selected at each training step according to a sampling strategy. We employ the

strategy introduced in Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman, et al. (2017), which

uses a probability function based on the hardness score H . This function favors harder

examples so long as the probability of selecting easy examples is not zero.

Once a sample is used to train the model, its H score becomes small and it stays low

relative to the other samples. Thus samples’ H score converges during training and remains

consistent. This gives the unselected samples a higher chance to be selected by the sampling

function in the future steps. Figure 5.1 shows three samples with low, medium and high H

scores (denoted as easy, medium and hard questions) at the first iteration and Table 5.1 lists

their corresponding H scores during training. It is clear that the H score is decreasing over

training until convergence.
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Figure 5.3: General curriculum learning pipeline.

5.4 Curriculum Learning for VQA

We now describe our training procedure. A generic curriculum learning requires a model M

and a training dataset D as inputs. It also requires the existence of a hardness criterion N ,

a curriculum scheduler E, a selection function L and a performance measure P . Figure 5.3

depicts a high level view of the main components’ workflow in a CL algorithm.

According to traditional curriculum learning, at every training iteration, the scheduler

E decides when to update the curriculum. Curriculum learning is applied on top of the

conventional training loop in machine learning. The output of each training loop is usually

the model’s performance measure, which may be used by the scheduling function L to

specify the appropriate moment for modifying the curriculum. The scheduler can also decide

based merely on the number of training iterations. A curriculum update typically includes

re-ranking training examples according to the hardness criterion N. In the next step, the

algorithm selects a subset D∗ of the training set D, which to be used by the model in the

next round of training. The selection function SF can utilize different approaches, e.g.,

weighting (Liang, Jiang, Meng, & Hauptmann, 2016; Zhou et al., 2020), sampling (Zhou et

al., 2021) or batching (Yong Jae Lee & Grauman, 2011).

Training by length-based curriculum. We design a CL training strategy for the

length-based curriculum by equipping the CL training with a batching method as the se-

lection function and a linear paced scheduler. The scheduler controls the curriculum update

at a linear pace, i.e., a hyper-parameter specifies the number of iterations for learning the

curriculum.
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Algorithm 3 Scheduled Training with Curriculum
1: E : execution engine
2: {(xi, pi, ai)}ni=1: training examples
3: γ: ∈ [0, 1], discount factor for reducing subset size
4: T : number of iterations
5: T0: number of warm-starting iterations
6: procedure HEMTRAINING(X,Y)
7: for t ∈ {1, ..., T} do
8: if t ≤ T0 then ▷ Phase1: Warm-starting

9: St = [n]
10: else ▷ Phase2: Hard example mining

11: for i ∈ {1, ..., n} do
12: pi = Ht(i) + Ct(i)
13: end for
14: Normalise(pi)
15: St ← sample kt district elements from Categorical(p⃗)

16: wt ← wt−1 + π
(
∇w

∑
i∈St

ℓ(ai, E(pi, xi;wt−1))
)

17: end if
18: Compute rt(i) for i ∈ St using Eq. (5.1)
19: Update Ht+1(i) using Eq.(5.2)
20: kt+1 ← γk × kt
21: end for
22: end procedure

Training by answer hierarchy curriculum. Our proposed training algorithm for the

answer hierarchy curriculum takes advantage of a simple self-paced scheduler based on the

model performance. Specifically, the scheduler updates the curriculum where the normal-

ized difference of accuracy between two consecutive iterations goes higher than a predefined

threshold.

Training by hard examples curriculum. This training strategy suggests training the

model in two-phases. The first phase is a warm-up phase, where the model sweeps all

training examples. The next phase is the curriculum training, where the model rank the

examples according to their hardness, and learns a selected subset of them.

Algorithm 3 summarizes our training approach. To encourage diversity, we add a sub-

modular optimization C to the hardness score in line 12, which is inspired by (Zhou &

Bilmes, 2018). Since this can be any submodular function, we choose a fast greedy function
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based on the similarity between examples.

max
St

∑
i∈St

Ht(i) + λtC(St) (5.3)

where C(St) =
∑

i,j∈St
wi,j and wi,j represents the similarity between example i and j. The

preference for diversity can be controlled by λt. We gradually reduce it during training to

further focus learning on hard examples. The input to C is a representation of a data point

that can be a fusion of both text and image modalities. For this, we use the output of the

model’s penultimate layer as the representations of the examples.

Instead of deterministically choosing the top k samples based on H , we randomly select

the examples for the next round of training with the probability pt,i ∝ f(Ht−1(i)) where f(.)

is a non-decreasing function, similar to (Zhou et al., 2020).

The selection function does not deterministically sample top k hard examples. Rather,

it samples from all of the training examples with probability pt,i ∝ f(Ht−1(i)), where f(.)

is a non-decreasing function. This probability function favors hard examples, yet selecting

easy ones is possible.

At early training, when the H scores are poorly estimated, f(.) should encourage ex-

ploration, and move toward more exploitation as training progresses and H estimation is

becoming more accurate. We balanced the trade off between exploration and exploitation

using upper the confidence bandit (UCB) algorithm, similar to (P. Auer, Cesa-Bianchi, Fre-

und, & Schapire, 2003; Zhou et al., 2020).

f(i, t) = Normalized
[
Ht(i) + c

√
log T/Nt(i)

]
(5.4)

where T is the number of iterations, and Nt(i) is the number of times that the ith sample

has been selected prior to time step t. UCB controls the degree of exploration by the hyper-

parameter c which we set as 0.001 in our implementation.
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5.4.1 Improved Curriculum Learning

The idea of learning the answers in a non-random ordering as happens in CL has been shown

to be helpful for the learning process in many cases. However, this idea has one essential

deficiency. It focuses on a particular subset of questions first, and is not exposed to a diverse

set of questions. When a new question arrives, the algorithm struggles to adjust to it, as

the learnt representations fit the previous questions. This problem exacerbates in low data

settings. Many studies highlight the importance of selecting a diverse set of examples as a

solution to this issue (Sachan & Xing, 2016; Zhou & Bilmes, 2018), and the CL algorithm

generally benefits from diversity in training examples. However, as confirmed by our exper-

iments (Section 5.5.2), it does not prevent the model from overfitting. We therefore explore

the effect of other techniques of regularizing such as dropout and L2-norm.

5.5 Experiment

5.5.1 Setup

We use our implementation of the execution engine model (Johnson, Hariharan, van der

Maaten, Hoffman, et al., 2017). A vanilla training of the model posts the lowest threshold of

the performance in our setting. We also implemented and compared the three heuristics for

the hardness criterion: program length (Section 5.3.1), answer hierarchy (Section 5.3.2) and

hard example (Section 5.3.3). The length-based curriculum can be seen as a baseline to the

answer hierarchy criterion, while both of them play the role of baseline for the hard example

curriculum. We do not compare with the state of the art, because our goal is to study VQA

in a low-data regime, and to the best of our knowledge, there is no other work that conducts

similar research. Thus, we focus on improving the performance of our baseline models.

We assessed our baselines under the following conditions: i) No-Reg when no reg-

ularizer is applied, ii) Dropout when we apply dropout technique to the final linear layer

(classification layer) in E and iii) L2-norm when L2-norm regularizer is applied as a weight
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decay to the optimizer.

Dataset

We evaluated our approach on the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten,

Fei-Fei, et al., 2017), which provides a training set with 70k images, ∼700k (x, q, a) tuples

and 32 answer classes. To simulate a low-data regime, we randomly sampled four subsets of

different sizes from CLEVR train. The size of the subsets are chosen to be 5%, 10%, 15%

and 20% of the full train set, which contains 35k, 70k, 105k, and 140k (x, q, a) tuples

respectively. We call these subsets s-CLEVRp, where p denotes the percentage of the subset

size in relation to train, e.g., s-CLEVR15 refers to the subset of size 15% of train. As

CLEVR train and CLEVR val (the evaluation set) have similar answer distributions, to

perform a fair comparison, it is important that the sampled subsets also have similar answer

distributions. Our evaluation is conducted on the valsplit, which contains∼ 150k questions

and 15k unique images.

Baselines

No-CL is used as the vanilla baseline where the execution engine is trained with an IID

sampling on s-CLEVR subsets without any curriculum. In other words, the model sees all

examples training set at every iteration.

Length-CL follows a linear paced scheduler when training the execution engine under the

length-based curriculum (Section 5.3.1).

AnswerH-CL makes use of a self-paced scheduler based performance measurement and

the answer hierarchy curriculum (Section 5.3.2). More specifically, the curriculum updates

if the changes in normalized accuracy between two consecutive iterations are higher than a

pre-specified threshold. A batching function selects the samples for every training iteration.

HardEx-CL uses the hard example heuristic Section 5.3.3 as the criterion of ranking data

and follows the algorithm 3 for training. Unless stated otherwise, we use HEM-CL in all

ablation analysis experiments.
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Method No-Reg Drop-out L2-norm

5% 10% 15% 20% 5% 10% 15% 20% 5% 10% 15% 20%

No-CL 46.91 48.77 49.68 51.25 46.94 48.36 49.67 49.92 46.71 50.25 52.20 54.34

Length-CL 46.55 46.67 47.83 48.12 46.68 47.33 47.61 47.71 47.89 49.65 50.98 51.50

AnswerH-CL 47.42 48.59 49.73 51.65 47.43 47.73 48.60 50.24 48.62 49.03 48.70 48.95

HardEx-CL 47.93 50.04 51.97 53.14 48.80 49.94 51.69 56.29 48.95 51.49 53.27 87.62± 0.32

Table 5.2: The execution engine accuracy (%) on CLEVR val when training on
s-CLEVR5, s-CLEVR10, s-CLEVR15 and s-CLEVR20 with three different choices of cur-
riculum. The length-based (Length-CL) and answer hierarchy (AnswerH) curriculum does
not improve the performance while hard example (HardEx-CL) outperforms the vanilla
baseline (No-CL) in all experiments.

Implementation Details

The execution engine uses the images features from conv4 of ResNet-101 (K. He et al.,

2016) pretrained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). We use Adam (Kingma, 2015) with a

fixed learning rate of 1e−4 to optimize the first three baselines and a cyclic cosine annealing

learning-rate schedule to optimize HEM-CL. In the case of the experiments that use L2-

norm, a weight decay of 5e−4 is added to the ADAM optimizer. We also use dropout = 0.5

for some experiments.

5.5.2 Results and Discussion

A: Curriculum heuristics’ effect.

We evaluate the impact of our proposed training strategies with the three heuristics by look-

ing at their performance on CLEVR val in Table 5.2 while training on s-CLEVR subsets.

As the table shows, using the length-based curriculum yields poor accuracy in almost all

cases of s-CLEVR training subsets with and without regularization. An explanation for this

could be overfitting. As previously mentioned, overfitting is a serious challenge in low data

training.

According to our analysis, there is a high chance for the model to overfit some mod-
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Figure 5.4: Frequency of modules appearance in different positions of programs. Some
modules are more likely to appear at the first positions.

ules because they are more likely to appear in the first positions of a program. Figure 5.4

depicts the frequency of modules’ appearance in various positions of programs in about 28k

programs. These modules are commonly related to an anchor object in a question, where

other objects are described by their relation to this object, e.g., the yellow thing is the anchor

in the question “what is the size of cube to the right of the yellow thing”. To identify the

cube and determine its size, one must find the yellow thing, and attend to the objects on its

left side. Since objects are normally described by attributes such as color, size and material,

attribute-related modules tend to appear at the beginning of a program.

Ranking programs by their length makes the model focus on a limited number of mod-

ules during early training, which increases the chance of overfitting. Thus, the model thus

struggles with learning other modules when they appear later in longer programs. Accord-

ing to the results, dropout and L2 regularizations do not effectively prevent overfitting where

the curriculum forces the model to over-concentrate on such structural biases in data.

Answer hierarchy curriculum makes a marginal improvement on some subsets par-

ticularly s-CLEVR5. Hard example curriculum produces impressive results, improving
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the baselines in all cases. The result verifies the effectiveness of emphasizing on hard exam-

ples in low data regimes where due to the limited size of data and its large capacity, a deep

network tends to memorize easy data points without actually learning a pattern. Forcing the

model to focus on hard examples induces a form of implicit regularization. Additionally, the

self-pacing feature of the curriculum allows the algorithm to update the curriculum based

on its progress.

Table 5.2 also shows that the HardEx-CL method does not produce the best accuracy

per se. As the table reports the average results, it should be noted that the best accuracy we

achieved in the case of HardEx-CL is 88.83 score in accuracy where the weights are uni-

formly initialized and L2-norm is used for regularization. In fact, the regularization causes

a huge rise in accuracy. The next paragraphs look into the reasons that our regularization

choice effectively boost the HardEx-CL approach.

B: Regularization impact.

To investigate the impact of different regularizers we conducted ablation studies by apply-

ing L1-norm in addition to L2 and drop-out regularization. Table 5.3 demonstrates that in

contrast to dropout and L1-norm, using L2 regularization results in improved performance

in almost all experiments. Although L2 regularization may have different effects in differ-

ent algorithms, to investigate the role of L2 regularization in CL training, we conducted an

ablation experiment on the selected examples in HardEx-CL algorithm with and without

L2-norm. First, we record the hardness measures of selected examples at every epoch Ht(i)

and split the range of measures into three categories, easy, medium and hard. The popu-

lation distribution of examples by their hardness measure has a long tail. This long tail is

excluded from the splitting and categorized as very hard. We then calculate the proportion

of each category in the selected examples at 100 epochs as plotted in Figure 5.5.

These plots provide insight into the behavior of L2 regularization. Specifically, we ob-

serve that except for the easy category, the proportion of examples from other categories is

higher for all epochs. It can be explained by the fact that the HardEx-CL algorithm draws
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Figure 5.5: The proportion of different hardness categories in selected examples at 100
epoch in cases of with and without L2 regularization. The regularization prevents forgetting
by forcing the algorithm to incorporate more easy samples in the training set.
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No Regularizer Drop-out L1-norm L2-norm
No-CL 51.25 49.92 45.12 54.34

CL 53.14 56.29 46.79 86.65

Table 5.3: The impact of different regularizer on HardEX-CL accuracy when training on
s-CLEVR20.

the model’s attention to hard examples during training. As the model is learning the ex-

amples, their corresponding hardness measure is decreasing so that they finally are learned

and considered to be easy. Without using L2 regularization, the model overly focuses on

learning hard examples and, as a consequence, forgets the learned patterns of easy exam-

ples. L2-norm protects the model from forgetting such patterns by incorporating in loss and

forcing the sampling function to also samples more instances from the easy category.

C: Why is there a jump in the accuracy of HardEx-CL with L2 regularization when

training on s-CLEVR20?

An explanation for this sudden rise in accuracy could be a tipping point occurring in the

training process. There are different shapes of learning curves that are defined in learning

theory in psychology (Ebbinghaus, 1913; Bills, 1934). The S-curve is the idealized general

form of learning where the learner slowly accumulates small steps at first followed by a

steep up stage with larger steps. As the learning activity reaches it limit the smaller steps

successively occur to level off the curve.

Remember that Figure 3.2 shows the accuracy of vanilla training when the size of the

training set varies. Looking closely at the curve in Figure 3.2 reveals the fact that the exe-

cution engine performance experiences a jump in accuracy where the size of the training set

becomes larger than 20%. Due to a lack of data, we do not see this gap in performance when

training on s-CLEVR5−20. L2 regularization, however, stimulates the jump to happen earlier

in HardEx-CL. To investigate it further, we run HardEx-CL with four training subsets of

different sizes including 15%, 20%, 25% and 30% and report the accuracy on CLEVR val

in Figure 5.6. All settings are similar to HardEx-CL with L2-norm in Table 5.2 except

the weights are uniformly initialized. From these experiments, we observe the jump in the
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learning curve of s-CLEVR15 in addition to the larger training sets. This shows the tipping

point in the training can accrue earlier depending on the algorithm and settings.

Figure 5.6: The accuracy of HardEx-CL algorithm on CLEVR valwhere execution engine
weights is uniformly initialized and trained on s-CLEVR15,20,25,30.

5.5.3 D: Could one use an automated approach instead of the hand-

crafted answer hierarchy?

The hand-crafted hierarchy aims to simplify answering questions in early stages of learning

by grouping the answers as broader categories. It is in fact a demo type of a broader idea of

using automatic hierarchies. The general idea is to automatically create a hierarchy using the

hypernymity and hyponymity relationship of categories in a knowledge base such as Word-

Net (Fellbaum, 2010). This approach can result in a generic hierarchy which is applicable

to other datasets as well. It can also be automatically refined based on the dataset.

5.6 Summary

This work studied VQA in low data settings and shed light on the low performance of VQA

models under the data scarcity condition. To improve the performance, we propose three

curriculum learning approaches based on length, answer hierarchy, and hard examples. We

also stressed the problem of overfitting and poor generalization that becomes crucially im-

portant in the absence of sufficient data. We explored the effect of using generalization
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techniques on a model’s performance in low data regimes. Our results show that the pro-

posed CL algorithms outperform the baseline in many cases while failing in some others.

However, the algorithms when coupled with L2 regularization lead to improvements.
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6 | A Meta-Learning Algorithm for Low Data VQA

In the previous chapters, we proposed and tested efficient approaches for injecting inductive

biases to solve the problem of answering complex questions in low-data scenarios. We stated

that in the presence of sufficient data, a model learns the inductive biases during training,

whereas capturing complex biases in a low data setting is challenging. This thesis focuses

on the inductive biases assuming a complex question is composed of a number of basic con-

cepts, and that learning them facilitates understanding the complex question. We employed

different techniques to introduce those biases to the model in a more explicit manner, e.g.,

data augmentation is used in Chapter 3 to enrich the training set with basic concepts, knowl-

edge transfer is used in Chapter 4 to transfer the knowledge of basic concepts to the model,

and curriculum learning is used in Chapter 5 to learn basic concepts prior to complex ones.

In this chapter, we address a problem that may arise when a model that has already

learned basic concepts faces complex questions. This problem may happen because of dis-

tributional mismatch. Having demonstrated the significance of learning basic concepts as

an effective foundation for complex questions, we can now focus on dealing with the dis-

tributional difference between the basic and complex questions. We propose to resolve this

mismatch by seeking help from similar complex examples in the training set. In other words,

the model is trained to tune the distribution for every new complex question using a few-shot

learning technique. We conduct experiments to evaluate our idea and analyze the results to

show its effectiveness.
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6.1 Introduction

Modern VQA models, similar to many other deep neural networks, typically demand large-

scale datasets. We discussed the fact that collecting a large amount of labeled data is in-

feasible in many settings. Moreover, VQA generally is a low data problem considering that

potentially an infinite number of question can be asked about an image. Therefore, we inves-

tigate VQA in a low labeled data scenario. A learner is able to learn simple questions from

a small amount of data, however, understanding complex relationships in questions is chal-

lenging in such settings. We investigate the main reasons behind the fact that when having

access to a large-scale dataset, a learner eventually acquires complexity after seeing a large

variety of examples. More specifically, we try to investigate the question, of “what makes

a learner effectively generalize to complex examples from learning simple examples when

accessing a large amount of data?" with the hope that the answer to this question suggests a

solution for learning complexity with a small amount of data.

A hypothetical answer is that the learner captures a distribution over simple data in early

training which may be different from that of complex data. This distribution is then adapted

to fit the complex examples in addition to the simple ones by seeing a large variety of data.

Distribution adaptation is less likely to successfully occur in a low data setting. Inspired by

this observation, we hypothesize that helping distribution adaptation in low data scenarios

can facilitate generalization on complex examples and hence enhance the performance. Sim-

ilar to the previous chapters, the underlying assumption here is the compositionality feature

of questions in the sense that complex questions can be divided into simple chunks which

are easier to understand. A model can learn the simple chunks by learning simple examples

which provides a strong foundation to learn complexities.

The generalization from simple to complex examples requires adaptation of the learned

data distribution which can smoothly happen during training with a lot of data. To compen-

sate for the lack of data and address the problem of distributional adaptation in a low data

scenario, we formulate VQA as a meta-learning problem. Meta-learning or learning to learn
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refers to algorithms that aim at learning good initialization that can be fine-tuned on vari-

ous tasks with minimal training data (Finn, Abbeel, & Levine, 2017; Nichol, Achiam, &

Schulman, 2018). Such algorithms in fact learn from the predictions on other tasks to make

prediction on a new task.

In this work, the meta-learning algorithm learns to use a set of examples provided at

the test time to answer a target question. Those examples selected from the training set are

referred to as the support set. The support set is not fixed and may be different for each tar-

get question. It can expand the model’s ability to predict the answer by providing additional

information to the model at test time. Additionally, the possibility of providing the model

with more information without retraining and the ability of exploiting that information sub-

stantially enhance the system’s scalability and practicality. In this chapter, inspired by Hua,

Li, Haffari, Qi, and Wu (2020), we investigate the model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm

(MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) for VQA tasks. Specifically, in our meta-learning setting, we

view each training example as a query task and make use of similar training examples as

the support set to adapt distribution to fit the query. In other words, for each query, we cre-

ate a model devoting to answering the question. Meta-learning approaches in low-resource

settings typically use high resource tasks for training such as (Dou, Yu, & Anastasopoulos,

2019), In contrast to them, our approach only relies on small training data and does not re-

quire additional labeled examples. We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach

on the CLEVR dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al., 2017).

6.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we briefly go over some fundamental concepts in meta-learning as well

as their use in VQA. Meta-learning has a long history in machine learning, however its

resurgence in contemporary deep learning has led to huge success in recent research. Meta-

learning has the potential for implementing different techniques such as knowledge transfer,

data efficiency and unsupervised learning where the main criticisms of current deep learning

can be alleviated. Meta-learning is shown successful in both multitask learning, where task-
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agnostic inductive biases are extracted from a set of similar tasks (Finn et al., 2017), and

is used to improve learning of new tasks in single-task scenarios where a single problem is

iteratively solved and improved over multiple repetitions (Hua et al., 2020).

A conventional machine learning approach is to train a task-specific model using task-

specific annotated examples. In contrast, in a meta-learning framework, tasks are considered

to be training examples. To solve a new task, a meta-learning algorithm requires a large num-

ber of tasks with which to train a model to adapt to all those training tasks (Hospedales, An-

toniou, Micaelli, & Storkey, 2021). The model learns to solve those tasks in an inner/lower

learning loop, known as base learning while it updates the parameters to fit the new task

in an outer/upper learning loop called meta learning. The resulting model is expected to

perform well on the new task. Similar to regular supervised learning, in meta-learning, the

target task is supposed to be of the same distribution as the training tasks p(T ).

There are three common approaches to meta-learning, namely metric-based (Santoro,

Bartunov, Botvinick, Wierstra, & Lillicrap, 2016; Munkhdalai & Yu, 2017), model-based (Koch,

2015; Sung et al., 2018), and optimization-based (Ravi & Larochelle, 2017; Nichol et al.,

2018; Finn et al., 2017). Metric-based approaches are non-parametric learning algorithms

that compare the training and validation points to predict the label of matching training

points. In model-based methods, the meta-learning is synthesized in a feed-forward pass

of a single model rather than iterative optimization. The model embeds the current train-

ing set into an activation state in the inner learning algorithm and makes predictions for

test data based on this state. Typical architectures in such approaches include convolu-

tional networks (Mishra, Rohaninejad, Chen, & Abbeel, 2018), recurrent networks (Ravi &

Larochelle, 2017) and memory-augmented neural networks (Santoro et al., 2016; Graves,

Wayne, & Danihelka, 2014). In optimization-based methods, meta-knowledge is extracted

by improving optimization performance at the inner level. A famous example of such meth-

ods is the MAML algorithm (Finn et al., 2017). We exploit its optimization adjustment

feature in our algorithm. Algorithm 4 summarizes the MAML approach where α is a step

size hyperparameter and β is the meta step size, L indicates the loss functions and fθ is the
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objective function.

There are few works in VQA using meta-learning. Teney and Hengel (2018) formu-

late VQA as a meta-learning task. They separate the information required for answering

questions from the method by defining a set of dynamic weights that are determined by

processing the support set. At test time, the dynamic weights are retrieved based on the

similarity of the test example and the support set and used to predict the answer. As another

example, Nguyen et al. (2019) combine MAML with a denoising autoencoder for medical

VQA.

Algorithm 4 Training procedure.
# Meta training stage
Pre-train model parameters θ with unlabeled datasets.
while not done do

Sample batch of tasks {Ti} ∼ p(T ) from high resource tasks
for all Ti do

Compute adapted parameters with gradient descent: θ′
i = θ − α∇θLTi

(fθ)
end for
# Meta testing stage
Update θ with θ = θ − β∇θ

∑
Ti∼p(T )

LTi
(fθ′i)

end while
Fine-tune θ on the target task.

6.3 VQA in a Meta-Learning Setting

VQA is traditionally a supervised learning problem in that a model is trained to map an input

questions-image pair to scores over candidate answers. The model is trained to maximize

the likelihood of the correct answer over a training dataset D of triplets <q, i, â> where

â ∈ A represents the ground truth answer from a set ofA possible answers. At test time, the

model is evaluated on another triplet <qt, it, ât> from an evaluation set. The model predicts

the answer which is compared to the ground truth answer ât for evaluation purposes.

Inspired by (Hua et al., 2020), we extend the above formulation of VQA to a MAML

setting. In our formulation, we view each training example <q, i, â> as a query sample of
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a pseudo task τ for which we aim to learn a particular model dedicated to solving the task.

A pseudo task is composed of a training example <qmeta, imeta, âmeta> and a support set.

We define a support set as an additional set S of top-N similar triplets to the query example

<qs, is, âs>. According to our definition, the support set includes the training examples,

i.e., S ⊂ D, however, it can include novel examples at test time.

Formally, Tpse is a set of pseudo tasks τ that is defined as Tpse = {τ | <qmeta, imeta, âmeta>

; smeta} where |Tpse| = |D| since we create a pseudo task for every training example, and

smeta = {<qs, is, âs>}. In fact, smeta is considered meta-training data that the learner uses

to adapt a particular model, and <qmeta, imeta, âmeta> as the meta-testing data to assess the

model. The notion of similarity of the query and the support examples can be defined based

on different criteria including Euclidean distance of feature vectors in an embedding space.

In this work, we use cosine similarity to select the support examples. In the meta-learning

step, the model predicts the answers to <qs, is> from smeta based on the current param-

eters θ of the model. The loss of predicted answers compared to the ground-truth answers

âs leads to gradient updates that fine-tune the current model to obtain a task-specific model

with the parameter θ′. In the meta-testing step, the answer of <qmeta, imeta> is produced

based on θ′ and is evaluated with respect to âmeta to update θ. Similarly, in the inference

stage, each test example <qt, it> is considered a new individual task. The support set of the

test example is retrieved from the training dataset to form the meta-training data which is

used to fine-tune parameters θ′ that fit the test example and infer the answer.

6.3.1 Meta Training and Testing

Now, we explain the model’s training procedure. At the beginning of a training step, a mini-

batch of tasks are sampled from the pseudo task set Tpse. Following the distribution of tasks

for sampling makes the model generalize to unseen tasks in the training dataset. To fully

use the training dataset and decrease training time, we view VQA as a problem under few-

shot learning conditions. We make use of Meta-RL techniques (Finn et al., 2017) to adapt

the parameters to a new task with a few training examples. Meta-RL aims to meta-learn a
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Algorithm 5 Meta Training procedure.
1: Input: Dataset
2: Output: Meta-learned parameters θ∗

3: while not done do
4: Sample batch of tasks T ′ ∼ Tpse
5: for τ ∼ T ′ do Lθ ← 0
6: # Meta-training
7: for each < qs, is, âs >∈ smeta do
8: a← E(qs, is; θ)
9: Lθ ← Lθ + log pθ(a) ▷ Evaluate Executor loss

10: end for
11: θ′τ ← θ + η1∇θLθ ▷ Get adapted parameters
12: # Meta-testing
13: Jmeta(θ

′
τ )← log pθ′τ (E(qs, is; θ

′
τ ))

14: end for
15: θ ← θ + η2∇θ

∑
τ∈T ′ Jmeta(θ

′
τ ) ▷ Update Parameters

16: end while
17: return θ∗ ← θ

model that can quickly learn optimized parameters for a new task τ . We employ gradient-

based meta-learning to solve the problem such that it can obtain the optimized model after

performing a few steps of vanilla gradient descent optimization. The meta-learning process

is split into two steps to solve a task, namely a mini-training loop, meta-training, and a test

step, meta-testing. Assume we aim to solve the pseudo task τ , which includes N meta-

training examples in smeta that are the most similar to the query sample <qmeta, imeta>.

The model first predicts the answers to the questions in the support set and then the model

parameters are updated by N gradient descent steps for each support example according to

the equation:

θ′τ ← θ − η1∇θLθ (6.1)

where L is the loss function and η1 is the gradient discount factor. During meta-testing,

the answer to the query example is further produced by θ′. For the given task τ , the loss is

calculated based on the adapted parameters θ′; thus the objective is:

Jmeta(θ
′
τ )← log pθ′τ (E(qs, is; θ

′
τ )) (6.2)
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The parameters of the generic model θ are then trained by maximizing the objective J(θ′τ ):

θ ← θ + η2∇θ

∑
τ∈T ′

Jmeta(θ
′
τ ) (6.3)

In each optimization step, since the support set contains N samples, N gradient adapta-

tion steps are performed to update θ′. Meanwhile, one optimization step updates θ based on

the evaluation of θ′. Algorithm 5 summarizes the meta-learning approach. At the inference

stage, for each test example, we create a pseudo task, similar to the meta-learning process.

The top-N examples similar to the test example are retrieved from the training dataset to

form the support set stest, and are used to obtain the adapted model θ∗′ , starting from the

meta learned parameters θ∗. The adapted model is then used to produce the final answer.

6.4 Experiment

Dataset Similar to the previous chapters, here we evaluated our approach on the CLEVR

dataset (Johnson, Hariharan, van der Maaten, Fei-Fei, et al., 2017) providing a training

set with 70k images, and roughly 10 questions and answers for each image hence ∼ 700k

questions in total. The questions are machine-generated associated with the images with

synthetic scenes. The val split contains ∼150k questions and 15k unique images.

6.4.1 Setup

To simulate a low data scenario, we select five small subsets from the original training set

with different sizes described as the percentage of the full training set size. These subsets

are referred to as s-CLEVRx where x ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 30} indicates the size of the subsets,

e.g., s-CLEVR20 consists of randomly selected 20% of the training data. We conducted our

experiments in two stages: creating tasks and training. The first stage includes retrieving the

support set for every training and test example and forming tasks while in the second stage

we use the created tasks to train the model according to Algorithm 5. We use the execution
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engine E to assess the proposed meta-learning approach’s impact on the VQA performance

in comparison to some baselines. The first baseline is obtained by vanilla training the model

on s-CLEVR subsets in a standard supervised manner. The other baselines come from

training on various tasked sets with different sizes and selection methods of support sets.

As the inputs, the model requires questions/programs and images. To extract image

features, we use the output of the conv4 of ResNet-101 (K. He et al., 2016) pretrained on

ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). We finally evaluate the trained model on 10k examples from

the CLEVR valset.

Support Example Retrieving

Similarity calculation. The support examples are meant to teach the model how to an-

swer similar query examples. The notion of similarity of examples in VQA can be defined

based on different criteria including lingual and visual dimensions. We experiment with

various definitions of similarity based on questions similarity as well as image similarity.

The following sections explain them in detail. To calculate questions similarity, we map

all questions to an embedding space using the Sentence-BERT language model (Reimers

& Gurevych, 2019) which fine-tune BERT in a siamese network architecture to generate

sentence embedding. Then cosine similarity measure is used to score the similarity of the

questions. Image similarities are computed as follows: A ResNet-101 (conv4) extracts the

image features which is followed by a 2D average pooling layer 5 × 5 to obtain down-

sampled features. Similar to questions, the similarity of the images is measured by a cosine

similarity score.

Support set selection. We tried four different methods of selecting support examples

based on: 1) question similarity Simquestion; 2) image similarity Simimage; 3) combination

of question and image similarity Simquestion+image; 4) a two-stage question-image similarity

Simquestion/image. For the combination similarity method, the question similarity scores of a

specific example are added to the corresponding scores of the images of the same example.

In the case of the two-stage method, we first select 2N most similar examples to the query
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Figure 6.1: Examples from the support sets selected with different similarity criteria for a
single query example.

example based on question similarity, and from those examples we pick N examples based

on image similarity where N is the support set size. Figure 6.1 shows two examples of the
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support set selected for a single query example with the mentioned similarity criteria. As

seen, the selected examples with Simquestion are similar to those of Simquestion+image which

suggests that question similarity has a higher impact compared to image similarity.

Creating tasks As described earlier, each task includes a set of query examples and a set

of supporting examples. In all of the experiments, we consider only one query example in

each task while the number of supporting examples N is given where N ∈ {1, 3, 5}. Every

training sample is considered a potential query example for which we select a support set

using the methods described above from the training set. Although it is possible, we do not

use any external data examples in the support set. For each subset s-CLEVRx, the query and

supporting example are limited to that subset, i.e., if the current low data scenario is based

on s-CLEVR20, we assume there is no training data available except s-CLEVR20, thus all

the tasks are created from the same data examples.

6.4.2 Results and Discussion

5% 10% 15% 20% 30%

V anilla 46.91± 0.52 49.90± 0.37 52.32± 0.30 54.24± 0.26 87.70± 0.14

Simquestion 49.02± 0.52∗ 50.32± 0.37 52.09± 0.30 53.62± 0.26 80.78± 0.17

Simimage 48.54± 0.52∗ 51.56± 0.37∗ 52.41± 0.30 54.30± 0.26 80.86± 0.17

Simquestion+image 48.86± 0.52∗ 50.75± 0.37∗ 51.93± 0.30 52.81± 0.26 67.84± 0.20

Simquestion/image 48.58± 0.5∗ 49.95± 0.37 51.77± 0.30 53.13± 0.26 83.79± 0.16

Table 6.1: The accuracy on CLEVR val split for different methods of support set selection
and different training set. Error bars give 95% confidence bound for estimated accuracy
from training. Best accuracy for each training set is shown in bold font while the asterisked
numbers show the statistically significant improvements. The support set size for all exper-
iments is 3.

Table 6.1 presents the accuracy of our proposed meta-learning algorithm on different

training sets and different support sets. Each row indicates a method of support set selection

except for the first row that shows the results of vanilla supervised training of the model with

no support set. All the experiments in the table use a support set of size 3. As seen, meta-
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learning makes statistically significant improvements in some scenarios of s-CLEVR5 and

s-CLEVR10 asterisked in the table whereas it marginally improves the performance in other

subsets except s-CLEVR30 where the vanilla training gains the best results. This finding

suggests that the effect of support set examples should be carefully investigated. Among the

support set selection methods, the image similarity criterion seems to have the highest effect

in improving performance.

The error margins in Table 6.1 are calculated using ρ±z∗
√

ρ(1−ρ)
n

where ρ is the sample

proportion and n is the sample size, and z∗ is the appropriate value from the standard normal

distribution for the desired confidence level. In our case that confidence interval is 95%, z∗

value equals 1.96.

Task-overfitting phenomenon

The difference of the best result for the meta-learning method and for vanilla training is de-

creasing for all training sets from left to right, i.e., 2.11 for s-CLEVR5, 1.66 for s-CLEVR10,

0.09 for s-CLEVR15 , 0.06 for s-CLEVR20, and−3.91 for s-CLEVR30. This suggests that as

the size of the training set is increasing the effect of meta-learning is decreasing. These re-

sults may be explained by a phenomenon called task-overfitting introduced recently in (Yin,

Tucker, Zhou, Levine, & Finn, 2020). The authors describe that it is a form of overfitting

different from standard overfitting in that the task can be precisely inferred from test data

alone, then the meta training data, i.e., the support set examples, can be ignored while the

meta training loss is still low. Such a situation provides a chance for overfitting where the

meta-learner can generalize on meta-training data but fails to adapt to novel data from a new

task. Yin et al. (2020) mention that current meta-learning algorithms overcome this problem

implicitly by properly designing the meta-training tasks to be diverse.

Inspired by the examples provided in this study, we can argue that since the number

of object attributes in the CLEVR dataset is limited and the support examples are selected

to be most similar to the meta test example, the meta-learning system memorizes specific

information in the training and associates it with the answers, leading it to ignore the other
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information provided in the image and questions. As a result, it may achieve highly accurate

answers on the meta-training set but fail to generalize on new examples effectively. (Yin et

al., 2020) proposes a regularization algorithm to alleviate this problem as meta regulariza-

tion that encourages the meta-learner to use meta-training data by softly restricting the flow

of information from meta-parameters when predicting the test labels.

Effect of Support Set Size

spt1 spt3 spt5

s-CLEVR15 52.05 52.41 51.21

s-CLEVR20 54.05 54.30 53.49

Table 6.2: The accuracy on CLEVR val split for different support set sizes of 1, 3 and 5
denoted as spt1, spt3, and spt5 when the model is trained on the tasks from s-CLEVR15 and
s-CLEVR20. The support examples are selected using Simimage method.

To investigate the effect of the size of support sets we conduct an ablation experiment

with three different sizes of support sets. We meta-train s-CLEVR15 and s-CLEVR20 on the

tasks with 1, 3, and 5 examples in support sets. The similarity score in these experiments is

based on cosine similarly scores of the images, i.e., Simimage. Table 6.2 shows the results of

the ablation experiment. The header row indicates the size of the support sets and the next

two rows are the evaluation accuracy on CLEVR valset. As the support sets contains the

most similar examples to the query example, the support sets of size 1, i.e., spt1 are in fact a

subset of the larger support sets. Note that this condition does not hold for Simquestion/image

as the selection is done in two stages. As can be seen from the table, the results are generally

close that suggests exploring a wider range of support set sizes. Additionally, we observe

that the accuracy is decreased in sp5 compared to sp1 and sp3 in both 15% and 20% subsets.

This can also be explained with the task-overfitting phenomenon in that more number of the

most similar examples in the support set makes the model more confident in ignoring the

support examples and only relying on the target examples since the model does not visit

diverse enough examples.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we formulate VQA as a meta-learning task to address the problem of distri-

butional mismatch between basic concepts and complex questions. We tackle this problem

by adapting the model to a target example using its most similar examples in the training set.

Every example in the training set when accompanied with a small set of similar examples

– i.e., the support set– is called a task which is the input to our meta-learning algorithm.

Inspired by MAML, our algorithm consists of meta-training and meta-testing steps in each

iteration of standard training. During meta-training the model tunes the parameters accord-

ing to the provided similar examples and, at the meta-testing step, it makes a prediction

for the target example of the task. We conducted experiments for four different criteria of

selecting support sets. The results show that, with respect to the vanilla baseline, statisti-

cally significant improvement is achieved in some cases while the improvement is marginal

in some others. We analyze and discuss the possible cause of the unexpected results and

suggest that resolving them can lead to higher performance.
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7.1 Summary of the Thesis

In this thesis, we study a multimodal task called Visual Question Answering (VQA) where

given an image and a natural language question about the image (e.g., “what kind of animal

is this?”, “is it safe for the kid to play here?”), the machine aims to automatically predict

a natural language answer (“elephant”, “yes”). Motivated by the poor performance of

VQA models with insufficient data, we investigate VQA in low data scenarios. The primary

contribution of this thesis is using the compositionality of questions to improve the task of

VQA in low data setting without relying on any additional labeled or unlabeled data.

Chapter 3 We presented a data augmentation strategy aimed at explicitly injecting certain

inductive biases in order to increase the VQSA performance in low data scenarios. The

inductive biases are based on the question’s intrinsic compositionality, which allows a com-

plex question to be split into smaller sub-questions. using this feature, we augment the

training set with basic questions that are easier to understand and learn. The data augmen-

tation method automatically generates the questions according to a number of pre-defined

templates using shallow annotation of the image scenes relying only on the existing train-

ing set with no need for additional labeled data. We demonstrate improvements over the

baselines in the VQA performance of four training sets by a large margin.
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Chapter 4 We proposed to take advantage of question compositionality and use self-

supervised learning techniques to learn intermediate visual representations to answer ques-

tions. Intermediate representations can be considered as the answers to the sub-questions

of a complex question. More specifically, we employ a contrastive algorithm to pretrain the

modules of a compositional VQA model and fine-tune the pretrained modules to answer the

given questions. In the pretraining phase, the modules acquire visual knowledge by learn-

ing a similar representation for an image and its transformed version. Unlike many vision

tasks, the transformation methods should be chosen carefully for a VQA task in order to

preserve the correct relationships between the questions, image, and answer. For this, we

define an invariance set for each module containing the valid transformations. An invariance

set for a sequence of modules is obtained by taking an intersection of all modules in the se-

quence. We experiment with three different methods of module selection for pretraining and

demonstrate that our proposed method significantly outperforms the baseline performance.

Chapter 5 Since learning complexity in the absence of sufficient data is challenging, we

propose to encourage the model to effectively learn basic concepts and build a strong foun-

dation for understanding complex data. For this purpose, we use curriculum learning to

order the training samples and feed them to the model according to a pre-specified order-

ing with the hope of maximizing the usage of training samples by performing supervision

on the order of training data that are fed into the model. The underlying idea of CL is to

begin learning from easy examples, and gradually consider harder ones, rather than using

examples in a random sequence which means the ranking criteria plays a key role in a CL

algorithm.

We study and analyze the performance of three ranking criteria: (1) a length-based

criterion which considers longer questions to be more complex than shorter questions, and

ranks the examples in increasing order of their program; (2) a criterion based on an an-

swer hierarchy which organizes all possible answers from coarse to fine; and (3) a criterion

that relies on model loss for deciding the hardness level of the examples and ranking them

accordingly. In addition to the ranking heuristics, we propose a CL training strategy for
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each criterion. We also argue that under CL training in low data regimes, a model is very

susceptible to overfitting and poor generalization. Carefully employing a regularizer is cru-

cially important to prevent the model from becoming over-confident in the training data. We

demonstrate that the proposed training strategies, when coupled with L2-norm regulariza-

tion, lead to a significant improvement in performance.

Chapter 6 We look into the problem of distributional mismatch between basic concepts

and complex questions that can arise when a model with basic knowledge faces a complex

example. We address this problem by taking advantage of examples similar to the target one

in the training set. Specifically, the model is trained to adapt the distribution to every new

question with a few-shot learning approach. Inspired by MAML, we formulate VQA as a

meta-learning algorithm that consists of meta-training and meta-testing steps for each iter-

ation of standard training tasks. We define a task as a target training example accompanied

by a small set of similar examples called the support set. The meta-training step uses the

support set examples to tune the distribution for predicting the answer to the target question.

We create the training tasks with four different similarity criteria for selecting support set

examples, and use them to train the model. The results show statistically significant im-

provements in some cases and marginal improvements in some others with respect to the

baseline. We analyze and discuss the possible cause of the unexpected results and suggest

that resolving them can lead to higher performance.

7.2 Future Directions

This section briefly mentions a number of insights and possible research directions gained

from this thesis.

Low data VQA: Despite tremendous progress in VQA, the fact that VQA is basically

a low data task is overshadowed in the community by the excitement of new large-scale

datasets. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first step toward studying low data
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VQA. Further study of this problem will push VQA towards its goals, such as aiding visually

impaired people or helping robots in rescue missions. In such cases, the models are highly

likely to be provided with only a small number of examples of a new task requiring it to

adapt quickly. Although we restricted our study to the use of a small training set with no

help from additional data, future studies may investigate using available data. Recently, there

has been a lot of interest in developing pretrained multimodal models that may be utilized

as a warm-start for low data VQA problems. Such a warm-starting supply fundamental and

general information, allowing the model to successfully fine-tune on a downstream task with

minimal effort. Using pretrained models may not be as straightforward in low data settings

as it is in general settings, and may pose certain issues such as domain adaptation. This

is because, unlike popular approaches to the use of pretrained models, models in low data

settings have access to a limited quantity of data, which may not be sufficient for optimizing

the distribution of data for the new task.

Pretrained multimodal compositional models: The success of large pretrained multi-

modal models and their availability has gained significant attention from the VQA commu-

nity recently. Hence, fewer works have studied compositional models. Although pretrained

models have been proved to outperform many prior works in various vision-language tasks,

they are black box models with low interpretability. The larger such models grow in size,

the harder interpreting their behavior becomes. This problem exacerbates when the model

fails to generalize on new tasks where determining the cause is very challenging. It is time

that the VQA community starts investing its effort in creating pretrained multimodal com-

positional models. We think a pretrained compositional model will give researchers the

chance to take advantage of individual modules according to the task at hand while under-

standing the reasoning process will be clear allowing a more efficient fine-tuning on novel

downstream tasks. In Chapter 4 we pretrained a neural module network using the CLEVR

dataset. Such compositional methods are flexible enough to be applied to a variety of VQA

tasks as mentioned in Section 2.2.4. The limitation here is how a VQA task can be translated

into a program that is convertible to a module sequence. Apart from that, every module in
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such networks can function individually or in relation to the other modules.

Using real-world images The experiments in this thesis are performed on a synthetic

dataset, i.e., CLEVR. Given that the proposed ideas in this research do not pose any restric-

tions to a specific data characteristic, they are worth executing on the dataset with real-world

images such as VQA and GQA. Unfortunately this was beyond the time schedule of this

study. We hypothesized that the results on such datasets will be comparable to the results

reported in this thesis. Moreover, some presented methods such as the meta-learning algo-

rithm may achieve higher performance because a dataset with a high variety of objects and

attributes in images can prevent task-overfitting.

Generating effective programs The current VQA modular approaches that produce pro-

grams as a layout for assembling modules such as (Andreas et al., 2016b) and (Johnson,

Hariharan, van der Maaten, Hoffman, et al., 2017) (see Section 2.2.4 for more details) use

only questions as inputs to the program generating component. However, the program can

be more efficient if the program generator has access to the image in addition to the ques-

tions. Assume the question “what color is the couch next to the table on the left of the

room?” in two examples with different images: 1) an image with only one couch in the

room, and 2) an image with three couches around the room. The corresponding programs

for both examples will be the same if the images are not considered whereas the reasoning

process for the first example with only one couch should obviously be simpler. A program

generator can produce more efficient programs if it can take the images’ information into

consideration.

Combining the proposed techniques in this thesis This thesis aims to show the effect of

each proposed method individually. As most of them are orthogonal, they can be used in

combinations with each other. This is interesting future work for expanding the proposed

ideas in this thesis. For instance, the data augmentation method in Chapter 3 provides more

data examples to the model in addition to the original dataset. It is a general approach that

hypothetically can help any model in low data settings. This method can be combined with
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the methods proposed in other chapters. However, experimentation is required to determine

how impactful the combination of the methods is. Also, the resulting modules from the self-

supervised pretraining method in Chapter 4 can be used to warm-start the model weights for

the training methods proposed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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